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Vote ‘no’

In order to justify the CPGB refusal
to call for a ‘no’ vote in the Scottish
referendum on independence, Eddie
Ford invents a second question, which
he claims is implied on the ballot paper
(‘Both campaigns are US allies and
friends’, June 12). But it is simply not
true that a ‘no’ vote signifies support
for the status quo and capitalist
austerity. Many workers who intend
to vote ‘no’ are doing so because they
reject Scottish independence as the
way forward and instead look to the
British labour movement to deliver
pro-working class reforms.
It seems that the CPGB do not accept
that the establishment of an independent
capitalist Scotland would be a blow to
working class unity in Britain. If they
did accept this, would they not be
obliged, as communists and partisans of
the working class, to call for a ‘no’ vote
rather than simply boycott the question?
Those socialists and communists who
campaign for a ‘no’ vote to the actual
question on the referendum ballot
paper - “Do you want Scotland to be
an independent country” - do so on
the basis of defending the achieved
unity of the working class in Britain
and on the perspective of fighting for a
reinvigorated and transformed labour
movement capable of producing a
government that can transcend the
rule of capital. By defending the unity
that exists, which is under attack
from the Scottish National Party-led
independence movement, we aim to
deepen workers’ unity by promoting a
united British-wide fightback against
never-ending austerity and the growth
of militarism.
Of course, socialists disdain and
refuse any joint work with the Better
Together campaign and the British
establishment. We defend the unity of
the British working class, not the unity
of the British state. Our campaign for
a ‘no’ vote is based on the belief that
Scottish independence will weaken
the working class movement in
Britain and its historic struggle to
achieve a workers’ government. Our
campaign for a ‘no’ vote is, in essence,
a campaign for socialism.
Unlike the erstwhile socialists of
the Radical Independence Campaign
and the Scottish Socialist Party, we
have not given up on the socialist
potential of the working class
movement in Britain - indeed we
see increasing the strength of that
movement as the only successful way

to combat the neoliberal offensive on
our living standards. Of course, we
don’t only wish to defend the unity
of the working class movement in
Britain from the attempt to split it
along nationalist lines, but we also
wish to unify our organisations and
struggles with the labour movements
of Europe and beyond. The fight to
repel the nationalist attack on the unity
of the British working class is part and
parcel of the fight to unite the labour
movement of Europe and beyond in the
struggle for socialism. You don’t move
towards the unity of the European
working class by splitting the labour
movement in Britain, and elsewhere,
along nationalist lines.
The CPGB position of boycott
would be understandable if the
outcome of the referendum vote
was irrelevant to the working class
movement. However, a ‘yes’ vote
will obviously increase the dynamic
towards the split-up of the British
labour movement along national
lines. Scottish nationalism will have
succeeded in winning workers in
Scotland to its banner and away from
their tradition of support for the British
labour movement. The potential for a
common fightback against austerity
will be weakened and national
antagonism will increase on both
sides of the border, especially during
the negotiations on how assets and
liabilities will be divided between the
two establishments. In such a situation,
the 2015 Westminster elections could
quite conceivably see a carnival of
reaction on both sides of the border.
On the other hand, a clear rejection
by Scottish workers of the SNP
neoliberal independence project will
help preserve and deepen the potential
for a united working class fightback
against austerity.
The CPGB’s call for a federal
republic is irrelevant to the struggle
to defend and deepen working class
unity in Britain and is simply a CPGB
shibboleth with no purchase in the real
world. For all socialists, the call for
a republic is obvious and obligatory,
but why a federal republic? British
federalism is supported by the Liberal
Democrats, and increasingly by freemarket Tories, who see it as a way
of cutting taxation and the welfare
state and thus implementing further
austerity. A federalism where 85%
of the population of Britain live in
England seems rather unbalanced,
to say the least, and totally abstract.
Are you really fighting for Scottish,
Welsh and English parliaments (the
six counties of Ireland too?) with
full powers, which you argue should
then decide to federate and declare

Fighting fund
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ast week, I mentioned the
World Cup sweepstake that
Weekly Worker supporters have
organised to support their paper.
This has raised a handsome £320
(yes, that’s right - £10 from each
participant to draw one of the
32 teams), although we are still
waiting for one or two comrades
to hand over the cash (you know
who you are!).
This has certainly boosted
our June fighting fund - we
need £1,500 each month and we
already have £917. Apart from
the sweepstake, we received
three substantial standing order
donations - thanks to MM (£75),
DW (£20) and SP (£20). Then
there were two cheques, from LB
(£20) and KH (£10), and finally

a single PayPal contribution from
comrade AS, for £11. Yes, that’s an
odd amount, but with impeccable
logic AS gave us a tenner and
threw in an extra pound to cover
PayPal’s commission. Nice one!
He was one of 9,841 hits on our
website last week, by the way. So
comrades are still finding the time
to read us despite the distraction
of the World Cup. Mind you, I
wish a few more would follow
AS’s example and leave us a
donation - not forgetting the extra
quid, of course!
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

a republic? This is fantasy politics
which, if it ever gained any traction,
would simply add more grist to the mill
of nationalism.
Any serious working class struggle in
Britain against capitalism will be Britishwide (if not European-wide) and pose
the political question of the need for a
workers’ government in Britain as part
of the struggle for a socialist Europe.
Centralising such a struggle will be of
the utmost importance and calls for
separate states in Scotland, England,
Wales, etc will be a diversion and, if
raised at all, will be raised by the right.
Can anyone doubt that the call for an
English parliament with full powers is
a reactionary demand which, if it gains
any support, can only aid those seeking
to fragment the working class movement
in Britain into nationalist pieces?
Scottish nationalism is toxic, but
it is as nothing to the reactionary
potential of English nationalism. A
democratic demand is only supportable
by Marxists if the fight to realise it
tends to increase the strength, cohesion
and class-consciousness of the working
class. The call for a federal republic
does none of the above. It is an obvious
sop to Scottish nationalism and has no
purchase on reality.
Eddie Ford claims that you fight for
a federal republic “as the main means
of addressing the national question
and promoting the maximum unity of
the peoples of Britain”. As socialists
we fight for the maximum unity
of the working class in its struggle
with the British capitalist state. The
formulation, “the maximum unity
of the peoples of Britain”, suggests
that you are prioritising national
conciliation over class struggle. It
could be read as support for a form
of British nationalism. Surely, our
aim is working class unity in the
fight against all nationalism and not
simply conciliation between nations
or nations. We are not liberals.
A ‘yes’ vote in the referendum
will signal a setback for the fight for
working class unity in Britain. That is
why socialists should vote ‘no’, while
campaigning to build a reinvigorated
working class movement in Britain
which can take on and defeat the
offensive against our living standards.
Sandy McBurney
Left Unity Glasgow South

Dog-whistling

It is bizarre for Steve Freeman to posit
a ‘yes’ vote in the current Scottish
referendum as part of a “struggle for
democracy” and talk of the “darker
side” of democracy being represented
by those arguing for a ‘no’ vote
(Letters, June 12). Surely, in terms
of the Scottish people having a say
as to whether or not they want to
be a separate country and state, the
referendum itself is an exercise of a
democratic choice, whichever way they
vote? For someone to imply that only
a ‘yes’ vote is democratic is an attack
on the free exercise of that democratic
right by the people of Scotland.
If the Scottish people do vote for
separation in September, and there
is some kind of attempt to deny this
right, it would be the duty of the
labour movement south of the border
to support the Scottish working class
if they were to launch their own war of
independence, with political strikes and
more. On the other hand, such a refusal
to accept the result of the referendum
by the British state is not very likely:
having allowed a referendum to take
place at all, to flatly refuse to accept an
unwanted result would have a political
cost that intelligent ruling class
strategists would no doubt consider
much too high.
Steve Freeman’s references to
the “darker side of the struggle for
democracy”, however, are a sign that
he is preparing to refuse to accept the
results of the referendum if the Scottish

people vote not to separate. Thus, his
dismissal of anyone who talks of antiEnglish sentiment being expressed in
Scotland as “playing the anti-English
race card”, and his smears implying
that those on the left who have not
capitulated to Scottish nationalism, but
are instead campaigning for a ‘no’ vote
on a working class basis, are agents or
dupes of the security services.
His call for a “united front” of the
“progressive section” of the working
class on both sides of the border to
combat “anti-English racism” is pure
cant. For him, only supporters of
Scottish separation are ‘progressive’.
So it appears that pro-Nato, rightwing
types who want rid of Scotland would
be welcome in this ‘progressive’ bloc,
while leftists who oppose Nato and
imperialism, and want to preserve the
historically constituted working class on
a Great Britain-wide basis, are smeared.
What is pernicious are the
references to the 400,000 or so
English people in Scotland, as well as
to other ethnic minorities - Muslims
in Bradford, Jews in north London.
Why Bradford in particular, and not
say Glasgow - the first city in the UK
to elect a Muslim (Labour) MP?
I cannot avoid the conclusion that
the reference to Muslims in Bradford
is also a reference to George Galloway,
who has a following and authority
among Muslims in Britain as a defender
of their rights - one that does not stop
at the Scottish border. The innuendo
that left reformists like him - as well
as revolutionary socialists like Sandy
McBurney - who oppose separation are
gangsters and agents of the British state
is a sign of how those who capitulate
to the nationalist ideology in Scotland
become reactionary nationalists like
any other.
Steve Freeman’s innuendos about
the English in Scotland, and also about
Muslims, is nasty dog-whistling: it
appears to slyly be saying that, if the
Scottish nationalists do not win their
referendum, then it is the fault of
‘foreigners’.
The idea that it is a principle that
socialists should oppose outright the
1707 union between Scotland and
England, and that this is in some way
equivalent to the union with Ireland, is
hokum and charlatanry. The union with
Ireland was forced on that colonial,
oppressed nation by both the Scottish
and English bourgeoisies. The union
between England and Scotland was
basically a voluntary agreement
between two rising bourgeoisies
to pool their resources as part of
consolidating Britain as a modern
nation in the early period of rising
capitalism. As it industrialised, it grew
into the monster of British imperialism
and the Scottish bourgeoisie were full
shareholders in that endeavour.
Communists seek to overthrow
both bourgeoisies, not rearrange
their relations with each other. The
attempt by ‘left’ Scottish nationalists
to appropriate imagery and language
of the Irish struggle for themselves is
a deception and a deceit - Scotland is
just as much an oppressor nation as
England historically, not a victim of
colonialism, as was Ireland.
It is to be recalled that even before
the union with England, the Scottish
ruling class had their own project
to establish a Scottish colony in the
Americas: Darien. And Scottish
settlers were likewise involved in
oppressing Ireland even before 1707.
There is no principled reason for
socialists to oppose any form of union
between Scotland and England. What
is a principled matter is opposition to
the monarchy, support for a federal
solution to the national question that
includes the right to secede for all
component nations, and opposition to
imperialist military alliances like Nato.
I would note that Alex Salmond
and the SNP support both the British

monarchy and Nato, whereas those left
reformists and revolutionary socialists
Freeman is smearing oppose these
things on principle. An independent
Scotland under the SNP, or even
under some more left-talking social
democratic leadership, would represent
the birth of a new minor imperialist
power. Hence the dog-whistling of
Steve Freeman against nasty foreigners
becomes completely explicable - this
new form of imperialist nationalism
is, amazingly enough, pretty similar
to the more familiar types.
Ian Donovan
email

Big theory

Having listening to the comments on
your recent podcast, I believe you
might be interested in a little more
information on the National Union of
Teachers. The union has not pulled
out of the July 10 strike - not that most
members would know that, as they
received an email recently from NUT
general secretary Christine Blower
informing them that the strike agreed at
annual conference (due to take place in
the week of June 24) has been cancelled
in the hope that Michael Gove might
finally decide to turn up to negotiation
meetings about the issues in dispute.
This confusing and demobilising
move is typical of Blower ’s
incompetent and conservative
leadership, which has led to a situation
of one of the most highly unionised
professions facing more than 15%
real-terms pay cuts since 2010 and a
workload of around 60 hours a week
on average (department for education’s
own figures). Despite some tokenistic
support for causes such as Stop the War
Coalition and Palestinian solidarity
(mostly not actively supported by
Blower in person, but not blocked
from taking place under her leadership
due to pressure from the left), the
NUT has not decisively broken from
its historic international politics:
patronising, charity-type campaigns
still massively outweigh efforts at
genuine international solidarity in the
union’s official structures.
Blower cannot really be said to be
part of the union’s left, even though
she is standing on a slate with Kevin
Courtney of the Socialist Teachers
Alliance, the genuinely left candidate
for deputy general secretary. This
slate represents a tactical error by
the comrades of the STA, which
stems from the opportunism so often
present in electorally focused, broad
left union groups. The error should not
be endorsed by the CPGB.
The alternative left slate is arguably
no less opportunist, comprising as it
does a rotten bloc between the Socialist
Party in England and Wales and the
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty, balanced
on the edifice of the politically and
numerically very limited ‘rank and file’
group, the Local Associations National
Action Campaign. However, the very
weakness of that group indicates there
would be little opportunity to control or
enforce a line on candidates nominated
by it who miraculously won union
positions; we can safely assume that, for
better or worse, it would be SPEW-type
politics, industrially and internationally,
that would be pursued in the event of
a win for general secretary candidate
Martin Powell Davies.
Poor though these policies
undoubtedly are, they represent some
version of socialist politics and are
clearly better than what Blower offers.
The correct position in the elections is
therefore the one taken by the RS21
comrades: Martin Powell Davies for
GS, Kevin Courtney for DGS.
There is a serious debate to be had
in the NUT left about the relative value
of the ‘broad left’ model, the ‘rank and
file’ model or (the SWP’s latest odd
theoretical fudge) the ‘hybrid’ model.
Perhaps the CPGB would be best off
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engaging with the union on the level
of that sort of ‘big theory’ rather
than rather haplessly throwing in its
tuppence-worth on the minutiae of
strike dates and internal union elections.
Sean Carter
South London

Animalism
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Greens OK

What a mess, and one that gives me
no pleasure (‘Left Unity: What “safe
spaces” lead to’, May 15).
However, as dubious as I am about
over-fetishisation of intersectionality,
I don’t think it’s the real problem
here and thus the headline is fairly
misleading. The problem seems centred
round personalities, whose importance
is exaggerated in small parties.
Happily, Manchester Green Party,
second in many wards and across the
city, are at least doing OK, but I won’t
evangelise any more than to say that.
Steven Brightlight
email

Faraway galaxy

I felt like I was in a galaxy far, far
away when I read about Left Unity
and the Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition standing in the May
elections (‘Once again a sorry joke’,
May 29). In Poland there were no
left forces that played any role in our
elections.
The Labour Party didn’t contest,
while a few Socialist Party members
ran on a Green Party ticket (the Greens
fielded candidates in only five regions,
scoring altogether 0.33% of the vote on
a turnout of 22%. The IST (Workers
Democracy) called for support for the
Green Party, but the Polish Committee
for a Workers’ International didn’t
make any call - they just noted the
results of their fraternal organisations
abroad afterwards.
Soviet Power (www.1917.net.
pl) called for a vote for the Alliance
of the Democratic Left in order to
stop the “fascists from the New

Right Congress”. Don’t they know
that supporting Blairite-style social
democracy is actually the quickest
way to fuel support for the “fascists”?
Andzrej Wicinski
Warsaw

Dogma

Tony Clark has the most bizarre view
of Karl Marx (Letters, June 5). I can
only put it down to his Stalinist past or perhaps he has imbibed continental
anti-clericalism. But he seems to
believe that Marx was in favour of
the last aristocrat being hung by the
neck by the entrails of the last priest.
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Marx described religion as being the
opium of the people. Yes, that contains a
suggestion that religion can confuse the
mind, but in those days opium was the
most effective painkiller that medicine
possessed. In the same paragraph he
refers to religion as being the heart in a
heartless world. People turn to religion
because they suffer class oppression and
historically there had been no escape
for the majority from that suffering
except through the shared experience
of religious faith and practice.
Because of this there is no
possibility of getting rid of religion
without first getting rid of class society.
Marxism offers an understanding of the
mechanisms of capitalism and through
that the means of its replacement by
the planned society of the associated
producers. Not the same as public
ownership of the means of production,
which in most people’s minds amounts
to nothing more than state control. Not
communism
Marx was for the self-liberation of
humanity via the agency of the working
class. Nowhere did he claim that they
all had to be atheists before they could
free themselves from exploitation.
True, Marxists are materialists and
there is no room within that world view
for belief in gods. Religion is all too
obviously the invention of humanity.
So we campaign to free ourselves
from superstition and from reactionary
views that take a religious coloration.
But the oppressed who are religious
also need the Marxist programme
to achieve emancipation - “to build
Jerusalem in England’s green and
pleasant land,” as William Blake put it.
A final point from modern
anthropology. Humanity thinks,
feels and acts through symbols.
Religion also expresses itself through
symbols, but frequently in a fantastical
manner. Liberated humanity will still
experience life through symbols and
ceremonies, but without the dogma of
religious bigotry.
Phil Kent
Haringey

Communist University 2014
Saturday August 16 to Saturday August 23 inclusive

Goldsmiths University
Surrey House, 80 Lewisham Way,
New Cross, London, SE14 6PB
Full week, with accommodation: £200 (£250 solidarity, £110 concessions)
Full week, no accommodation: £60 (£30 concessions)
First weekend (one night’s accommodation): £40 (£25)
One day: £10 (£5). One session: £5 (£2.50)

New Cross

CPGB podcasts

Every Monday we upload a podcast commenting on the current
political situation. In addition, the site features voice files of public
meetings and other events: http://cpgb.org.uk/home/podcasts.

London Communist Forum

Sunday June 22, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
Capital reading group. Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London
WC1. This meeting: Vol 1, appendix: ‘Results of the immediate
process of production’ (continued).
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Introduction to anthropology: Cosmology, history and archaeology
Tuesday June 24, 6.30pm: ‘Taoism and Tantra’. Speaker: Elena Angel.
Cock Tavern, 23 Phoenix Road, London NW1 (five minutes walk from
Euston station). Admission free, but donations appreciated.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
www.radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Justice for Paps

Thursday June 19, 5pm: Vigil, High Wycombe police station, Queen
Victoria Road, High Wycombe, Bucks. Remember Habib ‘Paps’ Ullah,
who died in 2008 while under arrest.
Organised by Justice4Paps: www.justice4paps.wordpress.com.

Wasasa!

Thursday June 19, 7 30pm: Zambian and Glaswegian humour for
Refugee Week 2014. Old Hairdressers, Renfield Lane, Glasgow G2. £5.
Hosted by Left Unity Glasgow South:
www.facebook.com/events/305546369621982.

Controlling the Palestinians

Thursday June 19, 7pm: Public meeting, Friends Meeting House,
Mount Street, Manchester M2.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign: www.palestinecampaign.org.

No more austerity

Saturday June 21, 1pm: National demonstration and free festival,
BBC HQ, Portland Place, London W1 (Oxford Circus tube).List of
local events at www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk/demoactivity.
Organised by People’s Assembly: www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk.

Role of the far left

Monday June 23, 5.30pm: Seminar/book launch: ‘Revolutionary
force or pressure group? The role of the far left in British politics since
1956’. Institute of Historical Research, Senate House, Malet Street,
London WC1.
Organised by London Socialist Historians Group:
www.facebook.com/events/252259451624680.

Keep out of Iraq

Monday June 23, 6.30pm: Emergency meeting, Friends Meeting
House, Euston Road, London NW1.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Military and youth

Thursday June 26, 7pm: Film screening, Friends House, 173 Euston
Road, London NW1. Showing of Engage, followed by debate.
Speakers from Headliners and the Woodcraft Folk, Veterans for Peace
UK, Forces Watch.
Organised by Forces Watch: www.forceswatch.net.

Remember Guantánamo victims

Thursday June 26, 6.30pm: Vigil on International Day in Support of Victims
of Torture, outside National Gallery, Trafalgar Square, London WC2.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Homes without landlords

Friday June 27, 2pm, Saturday June 28, 6pm: Launch of
Birmingham Student Housing Co-op, 805 Pershore Road,
Birmingham B29.
Organised by Birmingham Student Housing Co-operative:
www.facebook.com/events/287418581431599.

Capitalism and war

Friday June 27, 7pm: Film screening, Cock Tavern, Phoenix Road,
Euston, London NW1. Abel Gance’s anti-war film, J’accuse. Free
admission.
Organised by The Real WWI: www.therealww1.wordpress.com.

Fenland Trade Union Festival

Saturday June 28, 12pm to 5pm: Celebration of the miners’ Great
Strike, Rosmini Centre, Queens Road, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.
Organised by Wisbech, March and District Trades Union Council:
wisbechmarchtuc@phonecoop.coop.

National Shop Stewards Network

Saturday July 5, 11am to 5pm: Conference, Conway Hall, 25 Red
Lion Square, London WC1. £6.
Organised by National Shop Stewards Network: http://shopstewards.net.

No to austerity
New Cross Gate
Surrey House
80 Lewishham
Way
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To develop a Marxist animalism, we
must situate non-humans within the
labour theory of value, building on
the intellectual groundwork laid by
anti-speciesists like Barbara Noske
and Bob Torres.
The vegetarian socialist, George
Bernard Shaw, reportedly argued,
“I don’t need a theory of value to
tell me the poor are exploited.”
I’m sympathetic to such antiintellectualism. But the truth is that
for animalists to effect the species
politics of Marxists, who have a
disproportionate ideological influence
on the far left, we must learn to speak
their language. While I am very far
from an expert on the minutiae of
communist theory, this is what I have
attempted to begin doing.
Domesticated animals, like slaves,
are distinct from proletarians, in
that they do not sell their labourpower under the pretence of free
choice. Rather, they themselves
are commodities. Their labourpower is sold all at once, unlike
that of proletarians, which is sold in
increments. “The slave did not sell his
labour-power to the slave-owner, any
more than the ox sells his labour to the
farmer,” Karl Marx said. “The slave,
together with his labour-power, was
sold to his owner once and for all. He
is a commodity that can pass from the
hand of one owner to that of another.
He himself is a commodity, but his
labour-power is not his commodity.”
Within Marxism, necessary labour
is that work needed to reproduce
the exploited’s labour-power. In the
human context, it’s the work slaves
or proletarians perform to create the
equivalent of their livelihood. All
work over and above this is surplus
labour, unremunerated toiling, which
creates profits for the slavemaster
or capitalist. Domesticated animals
also perform necessary and surplus
labour for their owners. When an
animal exploiter purchases a nonhuman, he is not only purchasing the
animal herself, but a lifetime of her
labour-power, which is used to create
commodities, including - among others
- her offspring, her secretions and her
own flesh. Her necessary labour would
be that required to create the equivalent
of her food and shelter. Her surplus
labour would be everything beyond
this and is used to enrich her owner.
Within Marxism, there are two
different methods with which
slavemasters or capitalists can increase
the surplus value their labourers
produce. Absolute surplus value is
obtained by increasing the overall
amount of time labourers work in
a particular period. For instance, a
slavemaster or capitalist might increase
the length of the working day or allow
fewer days off a year. Meanwhile,
relative surplus value is created by
lowering the amount of work dedicated
to necessary labour in proportion to
that dedicated to surplus labour. For
instance, a slavemaster or capitalist
might reduce what constitutes their
labourers’ livelihood or increase their
labourers’ productivity.
Domesticated animals’ surplus
labour can also be divided into the
generation of absolute and relative
surplus value. For instance, when
a carriage horse’s working day is
increased from six to nine hours,
absolute surplus value is produced
for the animal exploiter. In contrast,
relative surplus value is created when
chickens’ productivity is increased
through genetic manipulation and the
introduction of growth drugs. Similarly,
relative surplus value is produced by
lowering the cost of chickens’ livelihood

through intensive confinement.
Of course, what constitutes
liberation for slaves or proletarians
is different than what constitutes
liberation for domesticated animals.
Whereas the ultimate economic goal
for human labourers is social control of
the means of production, domesticated
animals, were they able, would
presumably not want to seize, say, a
factory farm and run it for themselves.
They would want to be removed from
the production process entirely.
I hope there are no theoretical
errors here - besides the intentional
subversion of classical Marxism’s
anthropocentrism. But, again, the
intricacies of theory are not my
strongest suit. I have no doubt others
can radically expand, and where
necessary correct, this brief outline of a
potential Marxist-animalist analysis. In
this era of Occupy Wall Street, Kshama
Sawant and Fight for 15, I believe it
will become increasingly relevant.
Jon Hochschartner
email

Monday July 7, 6.30pm: Comedy benefit gig for the People’s
Assembly, Hammersmith Apollo, 45 Queen Caroline Street, London
W6. Tickets: £20-£30. Confirmed acts include: Jo Brand, Jeremy
Hardy, Mark Steel and Robin Ince.
Organised by People’s Assembly: www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your
will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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LEft unity

Freedom to criticise must be defended
Laurie McCauley reports on his suspension from Manchester branch

L

eft Unity was supposed to be
different. A pluralist party,
we were told, which could
accommodate varied views within its
ranks. The mistakes of the ‘old left’, of
enforcing a false ideological unity that
only led to splits, would be avoided.
Openness and transparency were to be
the order of the day.
Regular readers will know how
quickly this has fallen apart in
LU’s Manchester branch, where the
email discussion list was shut down
amidst the unedifying spectacle of
one comrade - former deputy leader
of Respect Dawud Islam - being
demonised for the heinous crime
of not coming to a snap judgement
on the guilt or innocence of Steve
Hedley. 1 Hedley had been accused
of domestic violence by a former
partner, but was found to have no
case to answer by the RMT union
and is not under investigation by
the police. Comrade Islam declined
to immediately sign an e-petition
calling on the Trade Unionist and
Socialist Coalition to withdraw
comrade Hedley’s candidacy for
the May 22 local elections. He
explained, reasonably enough, that
he did not know enough about the
specific case, and also expressed his
view that candidates’ politics are the
most important thing.
This triggered an avalanche of
outrage, accusing him of at best
not taking violence against women
seriously, and at worst of defending
those men who perpetrate such
violence. Dawud refused to be hounded
into signing, however, and restated his
position. But the straw that broke the
camel’s back was a two-line email from
myself suggesting that “innocent until
proven guilty” was a pretty progressive
principle. This prompted Ian Parker of
Socialist Resistance, who had initially
posted the petition, to declare the topic
“no longer suitable for discussion on
this list” - an ad-hoc committee put the
list under moderation tout court: all
“political” and “personal” postings are
blocked, with only banal organisational
stuff slipping through the net.
Comrade Parker actually
submitted a motion at the next
meeting to censure Dawud for his
comments - which were not even
public statements, existing only on the
branch’s internal discussion list - and
refer him to LU’s disputes committee.
At the most farcical point in this
meeting, Ian proposed that comrade
Islam actually put his own name to the
motion! In the end, comrade Parker
backed down after a pseudo-apology
from the ‘accused’.

Feel the fear

Preceding that incident, tensions
had been building up in the branch
over more prosaic issues. Repeated
suggestions from myself and Steve
Wallis to hold a public meeting
had been rebuffed, in a bizarrely
defensive way, and shot down on
the basis that the branch could
not possibly build such an event.
Yet 15 people attended the branch
meeting immediately following
LU’s conference in the city, and
we were also informed that there
were now 72 paid-up members of
LU in the greater Manchester area.
The majority of whom would have
become members using the online
form, and not actually attended
any LU events; nonetheless they
had made the effort to join, and
committed to a regular donation.
I suggested that we divvy up the
contact details of these people between
us, and make a personal approach to
them about getting involved in LU.
This seemingly innocuous proposal

No to censorship and silencing
evoked a horrified response from Bev
Keenan. If we got talking to other
members, we might “put our own
views forward”. I wondered aloud how
on earth we could trust each other to
run a stall, or leaflet a demonstration
where - these things happen! - we
might just talk about politics with
people? And I had to laugh when the
very next day an independent who
had not been present suggested on the
email list, in all innocence, that we
should divide up the membership list
and start contacting people.
The repeated hostility faced by
the two of us making proposals for
such basic branch-building initiatives
eventually got too much for comrade
Wallis to take. He posted a lengthy
attack on the email list on the opposition
of Ian and Bev, which, while somewhat
bitter, was factually correct. I waded
in with my own analysis; I would
have rather waited for a meeting, but
comrade Wallis was effectively being
gas-lighted, his own version of events
dismissed as entirely made up. I felt
a duty to defend the comrade, and
to give other members, who perhaps
could not regularly attend meetings,
some idea of quite how dysfunctional
the branch was; that a culture of fear
was preventing any healthy growth
or the development of a truly open,
democratic culture.
Very quickly we were both accused
of ‘bullying’ because we had made
criticisms of individuals on the list.
Certainly, it would not surprise me
if those comrades were embarrassed
about their antics being revealed to
the branch’s periphery: but then they
should be. They have consistently let
their own fear of debate put the brakes
on any and all attempts to involve more
people, have decent branch discussions
and so on.
Given the appalling treatment
meted out to Dawud, and my growing
conviction that the Ian-Bev axis was
leading the branch precisely nowhere,
I blew the lid open on the whole sorry
story in a short report for the May 22
issue of the Weekly Worker. In that
report, I noted that behind the lurid
claims of offensive and bullying
behaviour actually lay a profound
political - not emotional - brittleness.
The fear of having to openly defend
one’s views - or even acknowledge
any differences existed within this

‘pluralist’ organisation - was not only
stifling any healthy development of
the branch, but actually causing it to
turn on itself.

Public reporting

Incidentally, the dispute involving
Dawud was resolved shortly after
publication. But having the branch’s
dirty laundry given a good airing
in the pages of the Weekly Worker
was clearly too much for comrades
Parker and Keenan. Their appetite for
cracking the bureaucratic whip was
evidently only whetted by Dawud’s
dressing down, as on June 8 two
motions were circulated on the email
list calling for myself to be referred
to the disputes committee. The first
motion claimed that comrades’
interventions in meetings and on email
lists should be treated confidentially
- hardly the model of transparency
LU is supposedly committed to. The
second called for my suspension
from the branch, until the disputes
committee had reached a decision on
the case being brought against me.
Both motions were unsigned, as if
comrades had taken my description of
Dawud’s experience as “Kafkaesque”
as an encouragement.
And the case against me? The second
motion condemned the “personal attacks”
and “reports in public of our internal
branch discussions” in my Weekly Worker
article. The first point can be usefully
translated as ‘criticising what someone
actually said’. My report did not focus
on a critique of comrades’ hairstyles or
fashion sense, or anything else that could
be remotely construed as a ‘personal
attack’. Rather it was the politics - or lack
thereof - that I had targeted. As for the
second allegation, I have already made
the point about transparency.
The second motion also contained
nebulous and entirely unsubstantiated
claims of “persistent oppressive
conduct towards other members” and
“persistent disruption of LU internal
meetings”. No examples of this
“oppressive conduct” or “disruption”
have been given - nor had anyone
previously pulled me up for such
alleged misdemeanours. Anyone
present at the meetings I have attended
- or who has more than a passing
acquaintance with me frankly - can
only find these claims risible. I have
volunteered to lead off two branch

discussions, with no-one complaining.
In fact the one time we had a genuine
political newbie along was at one of
these meetings, and we later learnt that
she had decided to join her London
branch of LU following our meeting.
Wisely, revised motions were
revealed a few days later, with these
outlandish claims removed and
focusing purely on the publication of
the article itself. They also came with
names attached. Both were proposed
by Ian Parker, who played the role of
good cop consummately, as he had
during the trial of Dawud. They were
seconded by Will Selden, a genial
but clearly confused independent,
who argued that this was purely an
organisational matter of democracy
and accountability, and not political
in the slightest.

Keep on purging

The hour of my judgement came at
7pm on June 11. Comrade Bev Keenan
- who had rallied others around her
with claims of being persecuted and
bullied - got very irate (although
comrade Parker tried to appear very
reasonable). But it was obviously faux
outrage and hurt feelings: even some
of those supporting the motion could
not actually take it seriously. When
someone mentioned my comparison
in the Weekly Worker article of Chris
Strafford with a certain marine
invertebrate as an example of my
“personal attacks”, he could barely
suppress his laughter.
More than one comrade commented
that the article itself was not political which, ironically, has a certain truth to
it, but only in the sense that the subject
of my report was precisely a fear of
politics, which had already led to one
member’s name being dragged through
the mud, and the seemingly bizarre
refusal to countenance basic initiatives.
No-one present could point to a
single factual inaccuracy in the article
- neither has any comrade attacking it
on social media. They focused instead
on the issue of privacy and the fact that
comrades’ real names had been used.
This not only avoids the issue, but is
a particularly lame-duck argument
when a quick Google search for most
comrades’ names (plus ‘socialist’)
will produce a wide-brimmed hatful
of results. We have covered both Left
Unity conferences, using comrades’

names in both; how else are readers
supposed to know who said what?
But if comrades have genuine security
concerns, LU is intensely relaxed
about the use of cadre names within
the organisation - comrades are free
to adopt one.
While allegations of uncomradely
behaviour had wisely been dropped
from the motions - publishing the
facts is “oppressive” enough by
itself, it seems - the irony is that the
‘safe spacers’ end up being the most
outrageous. Comrade Wallis and
myself have repeatedly faced hostile,
passive-aggressive responses to our
inoffensive suggestions of holding a
public meeting. And, as a member of
the CPGB, I pointed out, I was pretty
much constantly on the receiving end
of jibes about ultra-leftism, etc. But
did I complain of bullying and demand
comrades be suspended from the
organisation? Er, no. I had consistently
tried, on the email list and at meetings,
to raise the level of discussion above
ad hominem attacks and left in-jokes
and up to the level of politics, but
found this increasingly difficult to
do, because others wanted to avoid
precisely that, at any cost.
Chris ‘Jellyfish’ Strafford, who
became interim branch secretary after
Bev Keenan resigned in the wake of
the spat on the list, deserves a special
mention. Once a member of the CPGB,
he is currently being propelled by
unseen currents away from the wreck
of the Anti-Capitalist Initiative and into
the apparently calmer waters around
Nick Wrack and the Independent
Socialist Network. Comrade Stafford
enthusiastically endorsed the motions,
and seems to have played a leading
role in getting together this particular
lynch mob.
When challenged on Facebook
about his support for a suspension
based on a critical report in the Weekly
Worker - a paper he used to sing the
praises of for its open and honest
reporting of the left’s activities comrade Stafford suddenly reverted
to the claim that the dispute was all
about “bullying” behaviour, not the
publication of an article. But, once
again, he could not produce a single
example of such alleged behaviour
when challenged. The comrade has
even refused to confirm or deny his
support for my suspension, preferring
to hide behind his role as interim
branch secretary and claim to be ‘only
following orders’.
Both motions passed overwhelmingly.
But like the shutting down of the
branch’s email list, it was an action
against democracy, against openness
and transparency, and really for the
exclusion of certain ideas from LU. Ian
Parker demanded I leave immediately ...
so, yes, I beat a tactical retreat.
Needless to say, myself and others
will be fighting to overturn my
suspension, which threatens to set a
very bad precedent in Left Unity. All
members of LU - whether or not they
are factionally affiliated - should ask
themselves what sort of culture they
want to build. One that is opaque,
which bans reporting of meetings and
censures comrades for expressing a
different view, or reporting on things
some would rather keep quiet? One
that seeks to establish a mask of
ideological unity through removing
awkward individuals using utterly
false claims of bullying and harassment
whenever disagreements occur? No,
Left Unity must embody openness and
the freedom to criticise. Without that
we will get nowhere l

Notes

1. See ‘What “safe spaces” lead to’ Weekly Worker
May 15.
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Not what we want in Left Unity

A matter of political health
Unity requires freedom to criticise, argues Paul Demarty

T

he dismal goings-on in
Manchester Left Unity branch
give us an opportunity to
hammer home some basic principles
of organisation.
For those with short attention
spans, we will state things clearly, up
front: without the freedom of political
criticism and open polemic, unity in
the ranks of a political organisation is
rendered fragile. Further, attempts to
suppress robust criticism as ‘bullying’
inevitably end up suppressing criticism
in general (it is not nice to be told you
are talking rubbish, after all). They
not infrequently end up ‘reversing
the poles of oppression’, creating a
suffocating bureaucratic tyranny far
more damaging than any individual
heckler or internet troll.
The empirical evidence for this is
vast. For a pertinent example, however,
we should take a look at the Socialist
Workers Party. The SWP has, since it
was formed out of the International
Socialists in the late 1970s, operated
a highly bureaucratic internal regime.
Nothing else would do, we were told
repeatedly down the years: the job of
revolutionaries in the day-to-day class
struggle was to raise, in absolute unity,
the particular slogan that would spur
the class onwards, and endless debate
would leave the organisation mired in
‘passive propagandism’. At the point
of revolutionary crisis, revolutionaries
would have to be mobilised under
military levels of discipline in order
to lead a forcible confrontation with
the armed detachments of the state.
Thus, more or less absolute faith
was demanded in the leadership of the
SWP’s ‘high command’ - its central
committee, led by Tony Cliff, then
John Rees, then Alex Callinicos with
a shifting cast of allies. Discussion
was limited to a three-month period
before conference, with three bulletins
stuffed full of banal CC perspectives.
In between times, iron discipline was
enforced by a hardened apparatus of
centrally appointed full-timers.
There was a limited basis, up until
the end of 2012, for SWP comrades
to believe that this worked; although
the signs of decay have been plain
for all to see since the slow-motion

split with Rees and his allies, which
produced Counterfire in England and
Wales and the International Socialist
Group in Scotland (a laughable name
for such a sorry band of nationalists).
Such a basis, naturally, no longer
exists. Since that time, the SWP has
been embroiled in crisis, shedding
hundreds of comrades, primarily in
two discrete waves which produced
the International Socialist Network and
now Revolutionary Socialism in the 21st
Century. The details are well rehearsed,
and need not be repeated here.
Perhaps the most damaging result
for Callinicos and co is not the loss of
so many activists, but the death of an
illusion. So many years building ‘the
party’ … and at the first real test of
comrades’ stomachs, their commitment
to the organisation evaporates. Far
from hardening people up, the SWP’s
internal culture leads to two unfortunate
results - a trivial engagement from the
membership, for whom the SWP is
simply a means to get out there and
‘do something’; and the development
of a frankly disturbing mindset among
those who do drink the Kool-Aid (the
so-called In Defence of Our Martin
faction), who call for purges of mild
oppositionists with a fervour that
would embarrass the most obsequious
apparatchik in 1930s Russia.
So far, this is probably not
enormously controversial - most
of us would surely accept that the
internal culture of the SWP was and
remains a signal example of how not
to build a socialist organisation, while
differing on the details. The details
matter, however. The SWP’s failure,
far more than it is to do with a culture
of institutionalised sexism, is a result
of its suppression of intellectual and
practical initiative at the base.
As the years draw on in such an
organisation, the very ability of people
in branches to take effective initiatives
atrophies. The importance of the
apparatus grows - they are the only
comrades who are able to coax the
membership into action and, the more
the members are corralled, the less any
effective challenge to either the apparatus
or the leadership it represents is possible.
The negative consequences manifest

primarily as grumbling, and wastage
of individual comrades into nowhere.
With the right kind of spark, there can
be a conflagration of the sort we saw last
year (and, while it cannot be dissociated
with sexual inequality in society at large,
incidents such as the Delta debacle
are made both more likely and more
damaging by the instrumentalisation of
cadre by the leadership).

Homology

This does not, to be sure, seem to be the
state of affairs in Left Unity. It could
perhaps stand to be a little more topdown and centralised than it is sometimes there appears to be little more
than a standing order and an official
email address linking a branch to the
national organisation, which has been
powerless to prevent low-level, rather
petulant splits along political lines in
the Leeds and Glasgow branches. (The
Manchester affair might have ended up
this way, had not merely one individual
been set up as a scapegoat for the right
wing of the branch.)
There is, however, one striking
homology - which is the obvious
resistance of comrades in Manchester
to public criticism of their conduct on
principle (one of their two motions
is entirely dedicated to this matter,
and the motion for the suspension of
comrade McCauley refers explicitly
to his article in this paper, alongside
various vague and baseless charges). It
is very reminiscent of SWP die-hards’
response to opposition leaks and public
criticism during last year’s crisis.
Even the ancillary charges (bullying,
oppressive conduct and other such
garbled nonsense) have an SWPish
feel to them. One of the more obvious
problems with the ‘SWP doesn’t take
sexism seriously’ interpretation of its
crisis is that the SWP has been fitting
troublesome people up on vague charges
of ‘sexism’ for decades. In that context,
it is perfectly obvious that charges of
this nature - when they are scurrilous are a tool of the bureaucracy (the case
of the Unison Four, suspended for a
notionally “racist” leaflet, is another
prime example).
The resistance to sharp public
criticism is, in this case, not done in

the name of ‘building the revolutionary
party’, but of being ‘inclusive’. The
argument is superficially seductive,
given the abstruseness of many longrunning debates on the left and their
immediate inaccessibility to outsiders.
Nobody wants to come to a meeting
and see leftists tearing strips out of
each other, surely. And nobody wants
to get the hairdryer treatment in
the Weekly Worker!
Actually, however, policing
conduct in this way is more profoundly
exclusionary. This has something to
do with the ‘political economy’ of
leftwing organisations (and, indeed, of
institutions in society at large). Private
property exists not only in the means
of production or other material assets,
but in the control of information. The
phenomenon of bureaucracy consists
in the first instance of a caste of
people who acquire for themselves
a monopoly on the exchange of
information, because it is only the
bureaucrats who can get things done.
This is very visible in the mass
contingents of the workers’ movement the bureaucratisation of the trade unions
has fed into, and itself been aggravated
by, the increasingly legalistic character
of much union activity (employment
tribunals and so on). Effective trade
unionism, in this sphere of activity,
means acquiring a mass of specific
legal-technical savoir faire that enables
the union to get results for individual
workers as individuals.
The same is true, however, of the
‘safe spaces’ brigade and outliers, such
as those in Manchester. By policing the
speech of Left Unity members, to ensure
that nobody is ‘bullied’ or ‘harassed’,
such elements set up as a precondition
for participation the assimilation of a
particular form of rarefied language;
in short, an inaccessible piece of
bureaucratic intellectual property. It
is hardly inconceivable that, in the
prevailing atmosphere, should a copperbottomed ‘ordinary person’ waft into
a Manchester LU meeting next week,
they will be immediately reported to the
disputes committee for speaking in the
plain manner that ‘ordinary people’ do.
It is, of course, unlikely. Just as
the Weekly Worker - contrary to the

wails of manufactured outrage from
some quarters - does not persecute
people for being naive, the Manchester
comrades would probably indulge a
new face rather more generously than
our comrade Laurie. In excluding one
of the main alternative viewpoints
available in the branch, however,
in the name of ‘inclusivity’, these
comrades are in fact denying others a
choice. Without the right to criticise,
to heckle and to ridicule, everyone is
subjected to the tyranny of whatever
the prevailing ‘common sense’ is.
Thus, an SWP-style outcome
imposes itself. Newer comrades
are ‘protected’ from different ideas,
and therefore are stunted in their
development. Should they themselves
arrive at conclusions opposed to the
prevailing doxa, they will rapidly find
themselves unwelcome, and many will
leave; thus the organisation begins to
select for diffidence and cronyism,
rather than the qualities which enable
individuals to become leaders.
This is not just a phenomenon
endogenous to the workers’ movement
or the left. Just look at the main
bourgeois parties - how the Westminster
cliques become ever more anonymous,
and how Labour constituency
organisations become empty shells of
the thriving organisations they once
were, and likewise local Conservative
associations. In some cases, dissent
is suppressed on pseudo-disciplinary
grounds; on others, in the name of the
need to remain united in the face of
the evil Tories (or otherwise, red Ed
Miliband). The result is the same - a
toxic dynamic that eats organisations
away from within.
It is for this reason that the action
taken by Manchester branch is badly
mistaken. The right to publicly criticise is
not just an indulgence to the opinionated.
It is a vital matter of political health.
Without it, Left Unity will die.
It goes without saying, of course,
that we will defy any further resolutions
against reporting on ‘private affairs’,
or adopting an overly ‘aggressive’ tone
- not because we want to destroy LU,
but because we want it to succeed l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.org.uk
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The permitted shades of grey
Karl Marx stood for free speech, in the tradition of the first amendment to the US constitution, writes
Eddie Ford

D

emocracy and socialism are
inseparable, and there can be
no democracy without freedom
of speech. That should be the bottom
line for anyone who calls themselves
a socialist, let alone a Marxist. But
try telling that to those who dominate
Manchester Left Unity. They have
suspended Laurie McCauley from
membership for having the temerity to
write a “public article” in the Weekly
Worker.1 Specifically his ‘crime’ was to
include “personal attacks”, “breaches
of members’ privacy”, “unreasonable
attacks on our branch” - and other such
outrages against socialist morality.
Frankly, the comrades responsible for
this move should hang their heads in
shame.
Unfortunately, this morbid fear
of open criticism and politics - and
its attendant culture of complaining
victimhood - is not confined to
Manchester LU. We should be so
lucky. Rather, it is a deeply entrenched
mindset amongst large sections of the
left - which treats politics almost as if it
was a conspiracy. The failures that are
the Socialist Workers Party, Socialist
Party in England and Wales, the Morning
Star’s Communist Party of Britain,
Workers Power and other such sects
stand as sad testimony to the bankrupt
nature of this kind of approach.
Well, communists say, down with
the thought police. We have a duty to
tell the truth, both to LU members as a
whole and the working class movement
in general. Which in turn requires easily
accessible information, the oxygen of
democracy - hence the vital role of the
Weekly Worker, including the article
by comrade McCauley. It is the sort of
thing we need more of in LU, not less.
For us in the CPGB, bad or
incorrect ideas are best tackled
through an honest and open political
exchange, not through disputes
committees, rule books, censoring,
etc. We stand unequivocally for free
speech and the right to critically
report all political meetings. After all,
the House of Commons once used to
have special rules designed to keep
its procedures private - those who
dared write a “public article” risked
fines or imprisonment. Now some
in LU seemingly want to mimic
such anti-democratic practices - but,
lacking a police force, courts and jails,
they resort to disputes committees,
suspensions and threats.

Truth

The truth can never be established
without a long struggle - and, more
often than not, a bitter one. That
is true even for the pure or natural
sciences like mathematics, biology,
geology, physics, etc, History has
shown that vested interests - those
with a reputation to preserve or a
departmental empire to lose - always
conduct a stubborn rearguard action.
They will do whatever they can in their
considerable power to sideline, block
and silence bearers of new discoveries
and revolutionary insights. Nicolas
Copernicus, Galileo Galilee, René
Descartes, William Harvey, Johannes
Keller, William Paley, Charles Darwin,
Albert Einstein, Stephen Jay Gould - to
name just a few - all faced systematic
campaigns of disinformation, ridicule
and non-publication, if not outright
persecution.
Given this is true for the natural
sciences, then it is inevitable that
campaigns of disinformation, ridicule
and non-publication - including state
oppression - are magnified a thousand
times when it comes to Marxism and
the fight for human liberation. How

Freedom of speech, freedom of the press
come? Because Marxism is extreme
democracy and thus threatens the
church, the monarchy, the judiciary, the
secret state, the military and the trade
union bureaucracy. Because Marxism is
against the market, and promises to end
forever the exploitation and the gilded
existence of its personifications.
However, though a minority,
the bourgeoisie begins with a great
advantage. The dominant ideas in
capitalist society are spontaneously the
ideas of the bourgeoisie. Exploitation
is uniquely concealed behind what
Marxists call commodity fetishism.
Capitalists are often admiringly
believed when they boast on the
BBC that they are society’s ‘wealth
creators’, despite the fact that it is
obvious nonsense. Wage-slavery,
unemployment, money, profit - all are
considered perfectly natural by wide
swathes of the population. Marxism
therefore has to hack its way through
the thicket of ‘common sense’.
But there is far more confronting us
than that. Leave aside the police, army,
MI5 and special branch - formidable
though they are. Marxism faces stiff
and unrelenting organised opposition
in the form of the many and various
paid persuaders of the bourgeoisie.
Philosophers and journalists,
bishops and historians, teachers and
media commentators, evolutionary
psychologists and establishment
politicians all combine together to
manufacture, or disseminate, a daily
tsunami of half-truths, innuendo,
diversionary bunk and outright cynical
lies about Marxism.
Inevitably, under these circumstances
- together with the seeming naturalism
of capitalist society and class division
- ideology colours, distorts and shapes
the views of many who sincerely
regard themselves as Marxists. Things
become confused, lines of demarcation
blurred. Hence the struggle of Marxism
to unite the working class against
capitalism is necessarily predicated
on winning the battle of ideas in the
working class movement itself. That
which divides and therefore weakens
the working class must be defeated
- religious sectarianism, sexism,

homophobia, national chauvinism,
trade union sectionalism and so on.
There must also, however, be a battle
of ideas with what passes itself off
as Marxism - revisionism, Stalinism,
Maoism, Cliffism and Eurocommunist
broad partyism being the most obvious
examples. The long and the short of
it being that Marxism can only unite
the working class by conducting a
protracted and aggressive struggle
to establish what is right and what
is wrong, what is truthful and what
is untruthful. And what are the best
conditions under which to conduct the
struggle for the truth? An organisation
where questioning is the norm, where
there is serious study, where thought
and debate are encouraged, where free
speech and open criticism are the norm.

Extremist

But this insistence on freedom of
speech is not some peculiar Weekly
Worker quirk or idiosyncrasy - it is
grounded in the entire Marxist world
view: ie, the writings and teachings
of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels.
Straightforwardly, to reject freedom of
speech is to reject Marxism itself and
hence the entire project of universal
human emancipation. Why? Socialism,
the first stage of communism, can only
be the act of self-liberation for the great
majority by the great majority - not
merely the winning of a parliamentary
majority or the passing of an enabling
act. Therefore it follows that the
working class cannot be treated as little
children who are incapable of handling
awkward, upsetting and complicated
questions.
Marx stood in the tradition of the
first amendment to the US constitution
(1791) and against everything that
might curb “freedom of speech”
or infringe on the “freedom of the
press”. This was true from his days as
a radical democratic journalist on the
Rheinische Zeitung in the early 1840s to
his death in 1883. Marx’s revolutionary
democratism was not a youthful and
romantic excess which the ‘mature’
Marx dumped with embarrassment on
his road to ‘pure’ scientific communism
- as ridiculously claimed in Althusserian

and other circles. Marx stated that “real
liberalism” strives for “a completely
new, deeper, more thoroughly
developed and freer political form
corresponding to the consciousness of
the people”.2 In that sense, what we now
call scientific socialism is the child of
genuine radical liberalism.
In fact, Marx’s heroic battles as a
journalist and subsequently editor of
Rheinische Zeitung against the Prussian
state and its iniquitous censorship
laws reverberate more than ever with
contemporary relevance. The first
obligation of a truth-seeker, declared
Marx, is to “make directly for the truth
without looking right or left ... Won’t I
forget the heart of the matter if it is more
important that I speak in the prescribed
form?”3 Of course, not being an idiot,
Marx stressed that freedom of the press
is “not a perfect thing itself” - it is not
the “all-in-all” of the matter. In other
words, an open and free press cannot
guarantee ‘freedom’ - ie, freedom
from all inaccuracies, mistakes and
distortions. But the long-term interests
of the workers’ movement, and human
liberation, demand nothing less.
“You could not enjoy the advantages
of a free press without tolerating its
inconveniences,” noted Marx - just as
“you could not pluck the rose without
its thorns!” He went on to argue: “And
what do you lose in losing a free press?
A free press is the omnipresent open
eye of the popular spirit ... It is the
merciless confessional that a people
make to itself, and it is well known that
confession has the power to redeem. It is
the intellectual mirror in which a people
beholds itself, and self-examination is
the first condition of wisdom.”4
Just as importantly, as Marx put
it, openness activates and enhances
the “public mind”. The role of the
communist press is, or at least it should
be, precisely to hold a mirror up to the
debates within LU and everything else
on the left - to make them accountable
for their words and deeds, or misdeeds in
this particular case. Expose the political
free riders. Get people thinking. That is
the Weekly Worker.
In turn, it goes without saying, the
paper itself is open to scrutiny and

criticism, and hence to correction or
amendment. Anyone can submit a
letter or article to the paper. (Not that
we have, contrary to some suggestions,
a libertarian editorial policy of printing
anything and everything. But we do not
shy away from publishing arguments
with which we disagree.) This is an
inherently educational and political
process, painful as that thought must
be for some. Frankly, what a refreshing
contrast the “merciless confessional”
of the Weekly Worker is to the rest of
the achingly dull left press, with its
anodyne formulations, dreary articles
and ideological monolithicism specifically designed to preclude an
honest and frank political discussion.
Just keep the sheep in line.
Freedom by definition, however,
means the freedom to disagree - and,
what is more, the freedom to disagree
without fear of reprisal, censure or
suspension. Or, in the immortal words
of Rosa Luxemburg, “Freedom is
always and exclusively freedom for the
one who thinks differently”. By logical
extension, this freedom includes the
right to be ‘offensive’ or ‘unreasonable’
- otherwise it is not freedom at all. Marx
repeated this message over and over
again. Naturally, such a sentiment is
alien to those who are bureaucrats by
instinct: the “public mind” must be
regulated and a straitjacket must be
imposed on human thought - get the rule
book out, call in the disputes committee.
As Marx wrote, “You marvel at the
delightful diversity, the inexhaustible
riches of nature. You do not ask the rose
to smell like violet; but the richest of all,
the mind, is supposed to exist in only
a single manner? I am humorous, but
the law orders people to write seriously.
I am bold, but the law commands my
style to be restrained. Grey on grey
is the sole colour of freedom, the
authorised one.”5 l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.org.uk

Notes
1. Weekly Worker May 22

2. K Marx CW Vol 1, p388,
30. Ibid p9-10, my emphasis.
40. Ibid pp405, 60-61.
50. Ibid pp4-6.
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‘Speaking bitterness’ and Left Unity
The precursor of ‘safe spaces’ was unsuccessful and destructive in past movements of the oppressed,
writes Mike Macnair

L

ast month the Weekly Worker
published my article proposing
an alternative to Left Unity’s
draft ‘safe spaces’ policy. 1 My
proposals have since been agreed after
some amendment by the Communist
Platform and put forward to LU in
this amended form. However, the
posting of the original article on the
Left Unity website2 has produced a
long but mostly irrelevant response
from Felicity Dowling, some shorter
comments supporting her view, more
serious points from Bev Keenan, and
an intervention from John Pearson,
who argues against the policy from a
different angle. It is most convenient
to deal with comrades Pearson’s and
Keenan’s arguments first and then
address comrade Dowling’s points later.
Comrade Pearson agrees with me
that the draft ‘safe spaces’ policy
poses a danger of witch-hunting. But
his approach is emphatically not mine.
He denies the ‘safe spaces’ document’s
claim that contradictions of class,
gender, race, etc “will always be an
issue” in collective organising. I, on
the contrary, agree that they “will
always be an issue” in class society:
it is precisely for this reason that the
‘safe spaces’ approach to them is
fatally wrong.
Comrade Pearson insists that the
problems ‘safe spaces’ addresses
arise from organisations having
“longevitous cliques of revered
leaders”, thus creating “power relations
within which abuses could occur”. LU,
he argues, has broken with this model
through its constitution, by term limits,
reducing the powers of leading bodies
and rejecting personality cults like
that practised in the Scottish Socialist
Party. LU’s commitment to a party of
equals provides the fundamental basis
for avoiding abuses.
I agree that term limits for leaders is
a good idea. The rejection of personality
cults is also desirable, but, since it is
not founded on a clear programmatic
alternative, it will probably collapse if
LU is successful enough to get serious
media attention. LU’s Heath Robinson
constitution will inevitably produce an
unaccountable ‘shadow leadership’,
because at the end of the day leadership
is no more than a means for taking
decisions for common action. It is true
that the ‘comrade Delta’ case in the
Socialist Workers Party was mainly
about the SWP’s power structure,
but we cannot generalise from this
particularly egregious case. Much
of what the ‘safe spaces’ document
tries to address is merely the normal
sexism, etc of capitalist society. There
is therefore no reason to suppose that
LU’s constitution (whatever you think
of it) or the ideological commitment to
a party of equals will prevent problems
arising from contradictions of class,
gender, race, etc.

‘Freedom from
harm’

Bev Keenan, one of the comrades
involved in the suspension of
Laurie McCauley from Manchester
LU branch (see p4), says that “the
mediation stage of the safe spaces
policy is not compulsory”. This may
not have been the authors’ intentions,
but what they have actually written
- taken together with the existing
provisions of the constitution - does
make it compulsory. If you do not
trust my opinion (admittedly that of an
academic rather than a practitioner),
ask another lawyer; I am confident you
will get the same or a similar answer.
She goes on to argue that firststep mediation is common to “most

Left Unity members are not vulnerable children
workplace grievance procedures”.
No doubt. This is, however, hardly a
recommendation. It is not the strength
of trade union organisation which has
produced first-step mediation rules,
here, but the weakness of trade unions
and the fact that this mechanism is
advantageous for management (and
to a lesser extent for trade union
full-timers).
Comrade Keenan says, roughly
correctly, that “power relations will
be present within any social setting”
(it is necessary to add: “in class
society”). She goes on: “The aim of
the safe spaces policy is to address this
in LU, by creating equality between
members, regardless of their position
in the party ...” I respond that we can
- and should - combat hierarchies and
inequalities within the party. But we
cannot create equality in our own little
space in an unequal society by mere
acts of will.
Comrade Keenan’s third point
is that I see “Left Unity as a sort of
breeding ground ... in which members
can be toughened up to take on the real
world.” My point was more limited:
that excessive speech controls in
LU could lead to members talking
such a different language from their
workmates, neighbours, etc as to
reduce the ability to interact with these
people politically which members had
before they were ‘trained’ by LU ‘safe
spaces’. (The same problem can, of
course, also arise with traditional left
‘Trot-speak’.)
In this particular context, comrade
Keenan insists that we can redefine
‘respect’ in such a way as to tear it
from its historical roots in ‘honour’ (as
in ‘honour killings’). Perhaps. But to
do so involves a lot more work than has
been done for the ‘safe spaces’ policy.
She goes on to say that “we are
used to employing concepts such
as safeguarding, privacy, respect,
confidentiality, freedom from harm,
psychological or physical.” This is
question-begging. These are the currently
ascendant discourses in sections of the
academy, the legal profession, the state
bureaucracy and the world of trade
union and NGO full-timers. There is no
reason to suppose that these discourses
are in the slightest sense prefigurative
of a better future. “Respect” is the very
word at issue. Privacy and confidentiality
are no more than private property in
information: and this is the foundation of
Friedrich Hayek’s critique of socialism,
and also of Trafigura’s super-injunctions,
and so on.
“Freedom from harm, psychological
or physical” is at the very least far too
broad. A couple of examples from
personal experience: a few weeks ago
I slipped on some oil on my kitchen
floor, fell over backwards and cut my
head open, and had to spend four hours
in A&E. Physical harm, but merely a
stupid accident. In 1998 my father
died, and quite shortly afterwards I got

divorced: a very painful experience
- psychological harm - but neither
anyone’s fault nor something against
which I could demand protection.
I take it that what comrades
really mean is that we should not
hurt each other, either physically or
psychologically. But even this is too
broad. In relationship breakdowns, for
example, people commonly do hurt
each other psychologically (often
unintentionally). Of course, pro‘safe spaces’ comrades actually mean
something narrower still; but once the
concept is narrowed even further, the
link to the ‘safe spaces’ idea is lost.
Comrade Keenan’s final point is that
“if we properly involve branches and
members in the debate, I don’t think
that it will necessarily be the same
as the one that has been discredited
in other organisations” (I take it that
she means by “other organisations”
the soft Maoists and the women’s
movement, etc, groups who wrecked
themselves by this method in the
1970s-80s). Again, perhaps. In my
opinion, however, to do better we have
to get away from the whole method
of “speaking bitterness” (in the old
Maoist phrase) and ultimatums on the
basis of particular oppressions, which
is inherent in tying the issues to party
disputes/disciplinary procedures and
evident in the contributions of comrade
Dowling and her other supporters.

Pride

Comrade Dowling’s contribution
opens with the claim that LU is
proud of those who have organised
and fought on the several issues
of oppression. I agree. I am even
mildly proud of my own small
contributions as an activist in the
LGBT movement between 1971 and
1989 (I am bisexual), such as raising
gay liberation in my school in 1971,
outing myself as gay on the shop floor
of a car factory in 1977, and moving
the successful lesbian and gay rights
motion to Labour Party conference in
1986. It is precisely because we should
be proud of the movements against
oppression and discrimination that we
should also be willing to be critical
of what has gone wrong with them.
Nobody suggests that pride in the
trade unions - which is right - should
immunise the unions from criticism.
The large bulk of comrade
Dowling’s contribution consists of
repeating evidence of the existence
and severity of oppression and
discrimination against women and
other oppressed groups both in Britain
and worldwide. I do not in the slightest
doubt any of this evidence. Nor did my
first article in any way suggest that any
of these inequalities are unimportant.
My point is that the proposed
method of addressing these issues of
oppression - by mixing them up with
party disciplinary/disputes procedures
- has been tried and failed, over and

over again, and not merely failed, but
proved positively destructive.
There are, in fact, some important
omissions in comrade Dowling’s list:
the oppression of Roma and travellers
in this country and Europe, of Shia in
Saudi and the Gulf States, of Sunnis in
Syria and (under the current regime,
as long as it lasts) in Iraq, and so
on and on ad nauseam. As with the
contradictions between ‘orthodox’
Islamism and feminism, to which
comrade Dowling refers, and for the
same reason, these oppressions pose
issues of contradictions between groups
experiencing different oppressions. It
is these contradictions, far more than
those between ‘white, middle class,
straight males’ and the rest, which
produced the failure of the ‘liberated
zones’ precursors to ‘safe spaces’.
Once we take out the issues
of the existence and importance
of oppression, and pride in the
movements against oppression,
what is left in comrade Dowling’s
contribution is episodically repeated
claims that LU needs a “respect and
safety” policy closely analogous to
workplace “health and safety” policies;
that it needs a “safeguarding policy”
in relation to abuse closely analogous
to the “safeguarding policies” of local
authorities and NGOs in relation to
children and vulnerable adults; and
that - connected - comrades who
suffer from one or another sort of
oppression are entitled to claim that
the existence of this oppression makes
them “unsafe” in LU in a sense closely
analogous to children or vulnerable
adults placed under the authority of
sexual or violent abusers, or of workers
employed in unsafe mines, factories or
building sites.
These analogies are misconceived.
In the first place, as comrade Dowling
herself, and comrade Pearson, point
out, LU’s constitution is designed
(perhaps over-designed) to avoid the
SWP-style regime in which ‘Delta’
was his victim’s (senior) line manager.
Beyond this context, it is clear that
abuse of children and vulnerable adults
is primarily facilitated by privacy
or confidentiality (in the home, in
the children’s home, the residential
school, the church). But the draft ‘safe
spaces’ policy’s disputes procedure
is built around confidentiality and
Bev Keenan’s contribution defends
it as elementary principle. To defend
privacy is to defend unsafe spaces from
the point of view of abuse.

Health and safety

Health and safety at work policies
have to be understood in their context,
which is that of class exploitation. Since
the beginning of the industrial age,
employers have pressed workers to work
faster and work longer hours, under
threat of the sack, thereby putting life
and limb at risk. In effect, the employers
claim the right to expropriate their
workers’ arms, legs, eyes, lungs, etc, for
the sake of higher profits.
Since around the 1830s, the English
legal profession collectively (if not
every individual lawyer) and hence the
judiciary, have been committed to the
idea that the employer has a commonlaw right to expropriate parts of their
employees’ bodies, unless the employer
can be proved to be ‘negligent’: and
pressure for speed-up and longer
hours does not, in this context, count
as ‘negligence’. With the Factories Act
1844 the working class, by alliance
with old-school, paternalist Tories
against the Liberals, got the first public
controls on dangerous machinery. The
employers and the judiciary fought
back with ‘strict construction’ of the

laws to reduce their effectiveness.
Parliaments episodically responded
with new and stricter legislation to
get rid of judicially created loopholes.
With the combination of medical
advances, and the welfare state after
1945, the interest became an interest
of capital as a whole against the
individual employer and the bar and
judiciary, and Tory as well as Labour
governments extended workplace
safety laws. The result at present is
the baroque elaboration of ‘health and
safety at work law’ through statutes
(currently the Health and Safety
at Work Act 1974, as extensively
amended), statutory instruments, codes
of conduct, and requirements that each
workplace have its own health and
safety policy. They are all necessary
because employers continue to press
for speed-up and over-long hours, and
judges are too biased on the issue to be
trusted with general rules, even if these
are in the interest of ‘the taxpayer’,
meaning capital as a whole.
Into this context have come, from
the 1980s on, both squeezes on welfare
and increased unemployment, and ‘the
right of management to manage’: that
is, to bully and harass workers for
speed-up. In this context in turn, the
(small) minority of lawyers who work
for trade unions and the poor managed,
under the Blair government, a small
miracle. They persuaded the judges
that, where manager bullying and
harassment - or manager blind eyes to
racist, etc, bullying and harassment led to an actual psychiatric illness, this
was a violation of the employer’s duties
under health and safety legislation.
Hence the small minority of people who
were made seriously ill by workplace
bullying could recover damages.
But this small miracle, by its nature,
cannot benefit the large majority who
are not made seriously ill, but grumble
and put up, or engage in forms of
passive resistance, or whatever, as a
response to their local David Brent.
Like other legalistic ‘solutions’,
it is a response to the underlying
weakness of trade union organisation;
but one which by individualising
the problem, actually reinforces the
weakness of union organisation by
separating the ‘deserving’ sick from
the ‘undeserving’ healthy.
Left Unity is not an employer
(except for any full-timers it may
take on) driven to speed-up and
lengthening hours by competition in
profitability, which therefore needs an
elaborate ‘safety policy’. Equally, it is
not a local authority with tax-raising
powers or a charity NGO with taxexempt status - both, therefore, with
substantial resources - and children
or vulnerable adults in its care. It is
a small organisation which we can
all create and build if we agree to
collaborate. Equally, we can all too
easily break it up.
The method of ultimatums backed
by prominently displayed anger “speaking bitterness” - is clearly visible
in comrade Dowling’s contribution and
those of her supporters. It is inherent in
tying together the equalities policy with
the disputes/disciplinary procedure in
the draft ‘safe spaces’ policy. It was
unsuccessful and destructive in the
movements of the oppressed in the
1970s-80s and it will be unsuccessful
and destructive if we try it again in
Left Unity l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.org.uk

Notes
1. ‘Safe spaces are not liberating’, May 29.

2. http://leftunity.org/alternative-to-safespaces/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_
campaign=alternative-to-safe-spaces.
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False premises, false conclusions
Did the tendency for the rate of profit to fall cause the crisis of 2008-09? On the contrary, says Arthur
Bough, the annual rate of profit remained high
In volume 3, chapter 4, Marx and
Engels again specifically set out the
effect of the rate of turnover on the
annual rate of surplus value and annual
rate of profit, and also mention its role,
at length, in chapters 9, 10, 13 and
18, particularly warning against the
dangers of treating the profit realised
on the annually laid-out capital as equal
to the real rate of profit. Yet nearly all
the arguments over whether the rate of
profit has been rising or falling over
recent decades have, as well as being
really a measurement of the rate of
surplus value rather than the rate of
profit, been based on measurement of
profit relative to the annually laid-out
capital rather than the advanced capital.
The real rate of profit is repeatedly
stated as being s/C, where s is the total
surplus value for the period, and C is
the advanced capital. But Engels warns:

Profits have done nicely

T

he debate over Karl Marx’s ‘law of
the tendency for the rate of profit
to fall’ is based on false premises.
It has a number of aspects:
1. Is there any such law to begin with?
2. Is it a basis of Marx’s theory of
crisis?
3. Does it mean capitalism increasingly
becomes prone to crisis, necessitating
the collapse of the system?
4. Does it explain the crisis of 2008-09?
The answers to these questions are
respectively:
1. Yes, but it is not the law that some
believe it to be.
2. No.
3. No - not at least on the basis of the
information we have currently.
4. No.
Marx and Engels refer to the falling
rate of profit in relation to the capital
advanced and, when they write of the
“rate of profit” in this context, they do
so on the basis of a single turnover of
capital, and so are essentially discussing
the profit margin. They distinguish this
from the real rate of profit by describing
the latter everywhere rather as the
annual rate of profit, or general annual
rate of profit, just as they distinguish the
rate of surplus value from the annual
rate of surplus value.
Marx devotes considerable time to
demonstrating that, as the rate of profit
falls, the mass of profit must rise:
The number of labourers employed
by capital, hence the absolute mass
of the labour set in motion by it,
and therefore the absolute mass of
surplus labour absorbed by it, the
mass of the surplus value produced
by it, and therefore the absolute
mass of the profit produced by it,
can, consequently, increase, and
increase progressively, in spite of
the progressive drop in the rate of
profit. And this not only can be so:
aside from temporary fluctuations, it
must be so, on the basis of capitalist
production.1

He demonstrates that there is no reason,
therefore, why this law should lead to a
collapse of capitalism:
A distinction must be made here.

When Adam Smith explains the
fall in the rate of profit from an
over-abundance of capital, an
accumulation of capital, he is
speaking of a permanent effect
and this is wrong. As against this,
the transitory over-abundance of
capital, overproduction and crises
are something different. Permanent
crises do not exist.2
Yet it is on this basis of a continual
fall in the rate of profit that many who
claim that the law is the main, or only,
basis of Marx’s theory of crisis rest
their argument. Those who believe the
law must lead to some ultimate collapse
of capitalism base themselves on the
same catastrophist ideas put forward
by Ricardo, against which Marx was
arguing.
The only way the law could cause
permanent stagnation would be if
capital, and its harnessing of science
and technology to its needs, absolutely
ran out of innovations, by which
new use-values could be turned into
commodities, providing capital with
new lines of production, into which
the released capital, accumulated
surplus value and relative surplus
population could be employed. At
the moment, there is no indication of
that being likely. In fact, the number
of innovations seems to be increasing,
not decreasing.
The argument that the law explains
the financial crisis of 2008, and the
economic crisis that followed it, is
wrong because of the premises upon
which the argument is based. Those that
make it do so not on the basis of the
law being about falling profit margins,
but in the context of it being a law of a
falling general annual rate of profit. The
argument is that this rate of profit had
been falling, and this meant that capital
did not have the available surplus value
to accumulate rapidly, as it has done
in previous periods, and also that this
low rate of profit was a disincentive for
capital to invest.
This is different from the argument
which Marx and Engels describe in
Capital volume 3, chapters 6 and 15,
about falling profit margins facilitating
crises of overproduction. There could

be prolonged periods of stagnation,
such as 1825-43, 1865-90, 1920-45,
and 1974-99, but this does not reflect
the situation prior to 2008. Prior to
these periods of stagnation, conditions
for a fall in the general annual rate
of profit are established, but in the
latter half of the period of stagnation
the general annual rate of profit rises,
and the conditions are created for
the next boom cycle. In the 20 years
preceding 2008, the general annual rate
of profit rose, and was reflected in the
massive global accumulation of capital.
Between 2000 and 2010, the global
working class increased by 30%, fixed
capital formation doubled, global GDP
doubled, and between 2002 and 2007
trade increased by 15% a year - five
times faster than 1980-94.

Definitions

Marx uses three definitions of ‘rate of
profit’, discounting his modification of
the original to account for merchant
capital. The first is based on the
advanced productive capital, but the
definition in chapter 13, where he sets
out “The law as such”, is essentially
equivalent to the profit margin, and
based on the laid-out capital. A lot of
the analysis in the chapter is conducted
in precisely these terms - of the division
of the price of a commodity unit into
the proportion of wages, wear and tear,
materials, and profit. Marx and Engels,
in that chapter, however, specifically
set out the danger of confusing this
rate of profit, p/k, with the real rate of
profit. This is their third definition, the
general annual rate of profit, which
had been set out in chapter 4. It is
actually the original definition, but
specifically defining the effect of the
rate of turnover.
In Capital volume 2, Marx analyses
the effect of the rate of turnover on
the annual rate of surplus value. His
analysis is extensive, and central to
his study of the circulation of capital.
Yet he rightly does not complicate
his further examples by continually
making a distinction between the rate
of surplus value and the annual rate of
surplus value. Perhaps, if he had known
the shape debates over the law would
take, he might have done so.

The rate of profit is calculated on
the total capital invested, but for
a definite time - actually a year.
The rate of profit is the ratio of the
surplus value, or profit, produced
and realised in a year, to the total
capital calculated in percent. It is,
therefore, not necessarily equal to a
rate of profit calculated for the period
of turnover of the invested capital
rather than for a year. It is only if the
capital is turned over exactly in one
year that the two coincide.
On the other hand, the profit made
in the course of a year is merely
the sum of profits on commodities
produced and sold during that same
year. Now, if we calculate the profit
on the cost-price of commodities,
we obtain a rate of profit = p/k, in
which p stands for the profit realised
during one year, and k for the sum
of the cost-prices of commodities
produced and sold within the same
period. It is evident that this rate of
profit, p/k, will not coincide with the
actual rate of profit, p/C - mass of
profit divided by total capital - unless
k = C: that is, unless the capital is
turned over in exactly one year.3
Engels provides three examples
showing the effect of the process by
which the organic composition of
capital rises, causing this rate of profit
to fall, but which at the same time
causes the annual rate of profit to rise,
because the rate of turnover rises.
Marx and Engels had a particular
reason for using this definition of rate
of profit in explaining the law. Marx
wanted to show that the formulation
of Mill, Say and Ricardo was wrong.
These three bourgeois economists
believed that the falling rate of profit
was connected to a falling mass of
profit. Marx showed that, even as this
rate of profit fell, the mass of profit must
rise, because these are both caused by
the same process of an expansion of
capital and rise in social productivity.
The reason p/k falls is because
productivity rises, due to an expansion
of capital. There results a massive
expansion of the quantity of commodity
units produced. The profit per unit
falls, but by less than the expansion of
the quantity of units produced, so the
mass of profit continually rises despite
these falling profit margins. The two
things are different sides of the same
phenomenon.
As Engels sets out above, p/k is the
same thing as the total surplus value
divided by the total laid-out capital,
plus wear and tear of fixed capital.
The former is p multiplied by the
total quantity of commodity units,
and the latter is k multiplied by the
total number of commodity units. It

is on this basis that these falling profit
margins create the potential for crises
of overproduction, even as (and even
because) the actual rate of profit - the
general annual rate of profit - is rising,
along with the mass of profit.

Annual rate

A rising annual rate of profit - ie, the
profit measured against the capital
advanced, including the fixed capital
- and a rising mass of profit cause
capitalists to expand rapidly; former
managers and workers borrow moneycapital to set up in business and so
on. The quantity of commodity units
produced increases rapidly, whilst
profit margins and individual unit
values decline.
In volume 3, chapter 6, Marx
shows how this sharp rise in activity
pushes up demand and the market
price of inputs, including labourpower, squeezes profit margins even
more, because these costs cannot be
passed on to final product prices. The
more they are squeezed, the higher the
potential for overproduction, as the
number of commodities thrown onto
the market rises so much that demand
fails to expand enough to absorb it all
at market prices higher than the costprice, due to the elasticity of demand
- even though the higher productivity
may have reduced the value and costprice per unit massively:
The same value can be embodied
in very different quantities [of
commodities]. But the use-value
- consumption - depends not on
value, but on the quantity. It is quite
unintelligible why I should buy six
knives because I can get them for
the same price that I previously paid
for one.4
That it is this definition of ‘rate of
profit’ that Marx and Engels are using is
shown by the other consequences they
elaborate. For example, as a proportion
of the price of each commodity unit, the
wear and tear of fixed capital, as well as
wages and profits, declines:
The value of raw material, therefore,
forms an ever-growing component of
the value of the commodity-product
in proportion to the development of
the productivity of labour, not only
because it passes wholly into this
latter value, but also because in
every aliquot part of the aggregate
product the portion representing
depreciation of machinery and the
portion formed by the newly added
labour - both continually decrease.5
For fixed capital, as a proportion of
the laid-out capital, this is correct, but,
measured against the advanced capital,
it is not. This is only the capital
advanced for a turnover period and, as
productivity rises, due to technological
improvement of fixed capital, the
turnover period shortens, because
the required output is produced
and circulated in a proportionately
shorter time. The laid-out capital
rises relative to the advanced capital,
because the number of turnovers per
year rises proportionately to the rise
in productivity.
The table (Fig 1) indicates how
higher productivity affects the rate of
surplus value and percentage of unit
price for these elements. It also shows
that, while profit per unit falls from
£0.33 per unit to £0.05 per unit, the
mass of profit due to the same process
rises from £990 (£0.33 x 3,000 units),
to £6,803 (£0.052 x 129,994 units).
A boom, with rising annual rates
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and masses of profit, causes an increase
in the volume of production. Workers
and managers set up businesses - the
plethora of small capital - often through
borrowing. Over the last 20 years this
has created the massive growth of
capital globally, and the swelling mass
of money-capital that drove down
global interest rates. Simultaneously,
the boom causes input costs, which
cannot all be passed on, to rise (copper
prices rose from around $0.60 in 1999
to $4.50 in 2011), or for demand to
fail to rise sufficiently to absorb the
additional supply. Market price falls
below cost of production, and capitals
with highest costs - usually those that
form the plethora - go bust. This
may then cause a crisis of the second
form: a payments crisis. This is the
condition Marx describes for a crisis
of overproduction:
In both cases there would be a steep
and sudden fall in the general rate of
profit, but this time due to a change
in the composition of capital not
caused by the development of the
productive forces, but rather by a rise
in the money-value of the variable
capital (because of increased wages)
and the corresponding reduction in
the proportion of surplus labour to
necessary labour.6
In other words, the rate of profit falls,
because the boom causes wages to rise
and the rate of surplus value to fall.
The fact that the law here is really
a law of falling profit margins is also
evidenced by the countervailing forces
listed by Marx and Engels in chapters
13 and 14, which do not include the
effect of the rate of turnover. Yet
both repeatedly set out the danger of
confusing the rate of profit, p/k, with
the general annual rate of profit, s/C,
as a measure of the total realised profit
against the advanced, as opposed to
laid-out, capital. The countervailing
forces raise both the rate of profit
and the general annual rate of profit,
whereas the change in the rate of
turnover only affects the general
annual rate of profit. The former may
be falling, whilst the latter rises, both
as a result of the same cause - rising
productivity. The fact that Marx
and Engels do not deal with it as a
countervailing force is because what
they mean by ‘rate of profit’ here is
profit margin, not the general annual
rate of profit.
Understood as a law of falling profit
margins, its validity can be more easily
seen. Continually rising productivity
causes not only the value of commodity
units to fall, but also the profit margin
and the mass of profit per unit. The
fall in the rate of profit can only be
understood as a fall in respect of these
existing commodities. Meanwhile,
when new commodities come along,
like the pocket calculator in the 1970s,
their value is always relatively high, as
is the profit margin per unit too:
These new lines start out
predominantly with living labour,
and by degrees pass through the
same evolution as the other lines
of production. In either case
the variable capital makes up a
considerable portion of the total
capital and wages are below the
average, so that both the rate and
mass of surplus value in these lines
of production are unusually high.
Since the general rate of profit is
formed by levelling the rates of
profit in the individual branches
of production, however, the same
factor which brings about the
tendency in the rate of profit to fall
again produces a counterbalance
to this tendency and more or less
paralyses its effects.7
And these new lines arise precisely
because the rise in social productivity,
which raises the rate of turnover, both
releases capital and causes the annual
rate of profit to rise. As Marx sets

out in the Grundrisse, this process
necessarily leads to the development
of ever new use-values:
On the other side, the production
of relative surplus value - ie,
production of surplus value based
on the increase and development of
the productive forces - requires the
production of new consumption;
requires that the consuming circle
within circulation expands, as did
the productive circle previously
... The value of the old industry is
preserved by the creation of the fund
for a new one, in which the relation
of capital and labour posits itself in
a new form.8
A central aspect of the law - that
the organic composition of capital
continuously rises - is, therefore,
undermined. I do not have space here
to set out in detail all the other reasons
why that is the case, but I have done
so elsewhere.9 I will summarise those
reasons in addition to the countervailing
forces Marx himself outlines.
Technological improvement
relatively reduces the quantity of fixed
capital employed, as Marx describes
- one machine replacing several - but
it also has the same effect in relation
to material. Energy is used more
efficiently, waste is reduced and waste
products are utilised - synthetic and
other more effective materials are
employed. New commodities simply
use fewer materials. An iPhone uses
physically less material than a 1980s
telephone; computer chips have far
more power, but use much less material
than 1950s electric valves. The value of
these materials falls significantly too.
Changes in consumption patterns mean
that newer industries - those providing
services, for example - rely much more on
variable than constant capital, compared
to old-style manufacturing production.
Moreover, the argument that the organic
composition must rise, because output
must continually increase to reduce unit
prices, by relatively reducing the ratio
of labour to material, is only true if the
requirement is always to produce at
lower prices. That people will pay £5 for
a cup of coffee, and inflated prices for
commodities with a designer label, etc,
indicates that, once basic necessities are
accounted for, this is no longer necessarily
the case.
Market share can be won, and
profits made, by appealing to the idea
of quality, rather than cheapness, and
indeed the latter usually undermines
the image of the former. Mercedes does
not make large profits selling cars to
China on the basis of their cheapness,
and the quality is associated with the
value added by labour, not the value
transferred from materials. But, even
where low prices remain a concern, the
main value of many new commodities
comes from the complex labour used
in their production, not the value of the
material contained in them. A computer
game has no material really involved in
it - it is simply downloaded. The value
comes from the labour of the computer
programmers who developed it.

Productivity

Even where technology replaces
labour-power, so that the number of
workers employed falls, changes in
the nature of production mean that
the labour employed is also changed.
As Marx sets out in the passage from
the Grundrisse cited earlier, this
continual expansion of the range of
use-values consumed changes the
nature of labour too. It is a point dealt
with in Capital volume 3, in relation
to the enhancement of labour by the
extension of public education, which
is one reason why capital developed
the welfare state:
... likewise the discovery, creation
and satisfaction of new needs arising
from society itself; the cultivation
of all the qualities of the social
human being, production of the

same in a form as rich as possible in
needs, because rich in qualities and
relations - production of this being as
the most total and universal possible
social product, for, in order to take
gratification in a many-sided way, he
must be capable of many pleasures
[genussfähig], hence cultured to a
high degree - is likewise a condition
of production founded on capital.10
Rising social productivity causes a rise
in the organic composition of capital.
Technological change improves the
quality of machines, enabling the
same quantity of labour to process
more material in a given time. But
the reverse of this is that the turnover
period falls in the same proportion.
For example, a firm employs 10
spinning machines, each with five
spindles, and 10 workers to mind the
machines, which are replaced each year.
Assume a 50-week year, constituting
the turnover period, during which
100,000 kilos of yarn are produced
from spinning 100,000 kilos of cotton.
The machines cost £100 each, the
cotton £1,000 and the wages £1,000,
with a 100% rate of surplus value,
producing £1,000 of profit. The value
of production is then £4,000. The rate
of profit is 33.3%.
A technological development results

rate of surplus value, the surplus value
is then also £100. Multiplying this by
the number of turnovers for the year
gives a figure of total surplus value of
£1,000. The other capital advanced is
£1,000 for machines, which have to
be wholly present for production to
take place, and £1,000 for the 100,000
kilos of cotton to be processed during
the turnover period. Total advanced
capital is then £2,100, and the annual
rate of profit is £1,000/£2,100 =
47.62%.
So, although the rate of profit has
fallen from 33.3% to 8.5%, the cause
of this tendency for the rate of profit
to fall - a rise in social productivity,
causing the organic composition of
capital to rise - simultaneously causes
the general annual rate of profit to rise
- from 33.3%, to 47.62%! Moreover,
the capital advanced originally was
£3,000, but now it is only £2,100,
so £900 of capital has been released
as a direct consequence of the rise
in social productivity, and rate of
turnover. This £900 of capital could
be used to expand production further
in this sector or in some new sphere
of production. To understand the
importance of this, compare one of the
new industries, such as a restaurant
chain, to an old manufacturing
industry. The latter may turn over its

Fig 1: Example of how higher productivity affects rate of
surplus value and percentage of unit price (£)
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in spinning machines with 50 rather than
five spindles. The machines cost £100, as
before, and still require only one worker
each to mind them. These machines spin
10 times as much cotton as before in a
year. The 100,000 kilos of yarn required
for the turnover period is now produced
in five weeks rather than 50 weeks.
Assuming no circulation time for this
capital, that means it now turns over 10
times per year, rather than once, just as
the organic composition of capital has
risen tenfold. The rate of profit is now
much lower, because the same quantity
of variable capital has been employed,
producing the same quantity of surplus
value in the year. But the capital laid out
for materials has increased tenfold.
Profit, p, is £1,000, but the laidout capital (cost of production), k,
is £1,000 for machines, £10,000 for
cotton, and £1,000 for wages. So, p/k is
1,000/12,000 = 8.5%. The conclusions
Marx draws can be seen here. The
value of a kilo of yarn has fallen from
£4,000/100,000 = £0.04 per kilo to
£13,000/1,000,000 = £0.013 per kilo.
The proportion of the price per kilo
accounted for by wear and tear of
fixed capital has fallen, alongside the
proportion for wages and profit, whilst
the proportion for materials has risen.
But the situation in respect of
the general annual rate of profit is
quite different. It is calculated by
measuring the surplus value for the
turnover period and multiplying it by
the number of turnover periods, and
then dividing this by the advanced
capital: ie, the capital advanced for
the turnover period. This is given by
Marx’s formula, s x n/C. The variable
capital advanced for a turnover period
of five weeks is £100. With a 100%

capital only 10 times a year, whereas
the former turns over its capital every
day, or 365 times a year!
It is this general annual rate of
profit which determines the extent
to which capital can be expanded,
and not the rate of profit discussed
by Marx in chapter 13. The same
factors which cause the latter rate to
fall simultaneously cause the former
to rise, and also bring about a release
of capital for additional accumulation.
It is impossible to calculate the
general annual rate of profit, because
it requires data for the capital value
advanced in production. There are two
problems. As Marx describes in Capital
volume 2, the constant capital consumed
by department 1 does not form part of
the total social exchange: ie, does not
appear in national accounts as revenue.
Secondly, there is no data on the average
rate of turnover of the total social capital,
from national accounts. The real value of
national output, as Marx says in volume
2, is C+V+S, but the national accounts
only provide information on V+S: ie, on
the value of new production represented
in revenues (wages, profits, interest, rent
and taxes). Measurement of the rate of
profit on this basis is a calculation of the
rate of surplus value. Adding in the value
of the fixed capital stock modifies that,
but does not account for the circulating
constant capital. The same process that
causes the rate of profit to fall causes the
rate of turnover of capital to rise, and
so any such measures must necessarily
understate the rise in the general annual
rate of profit.
As I have set out elsewhere,11 even
if you use these measures of the ‘rate
of profit’ to obtain a more realistic
measure of the general annual rate

of profit, it is necessary to include an
adjustment for the changes in the rate
of turnover of capital. Marx and Engels
note that the biggest effect on the rate
of turnover is the rise in productivity
- the same process that causes the rise
in the organic composition of capital
and fall in the rate of profit. The rise
in productivity means the quantity of
production required for any working
period is produced that much more
quickly, shortening the working
period, and consequently reducing
the value of the capital advanced, as
illustrated above. But also this same
rise in social productivity speeds up
the circulation period of capital, by
improving transport, as well as the
means of circulating commodity-capital
and money-capital. Moreover, as Marx
sets out in discussing merchant capital,
although it may not produce surplus
value, its greater productivity can
produce a higher rate of realised profit.
Using an average 2% annual rise in
productivity as a proxy for the annual
rise in the rate of turnover since 1950,
the compound effect is that the rate
of turnover today should be three
times what it was then. Using Doug
Henwood’s US data for the rate of
profit,12 I calculate the general annual
rate of profit today would be around
25%, compared to his figure of around
8% in 1950. Apart from a temporary,
but sharp, reduction around 2000
(probably due to the overproduction
in technology that resulted in the tech
bubble and crash), the rate of profit
on this basis rose from around 1980,
but most notably from the late 1980s
(around 8%) to 2010 (25%).

Future crises

The fall in the rate of profit (profit
margin), arising from rapidly
expanding accumulation, driven
by a high general annual rate of
profit, could explain a sharp crisis of
overproduction, such as that which
affected technology in 2000, and it
will undoubtedly explain future crises
of overproduction emanating from
China, but it does not explain the
financial crisis of 2008.
On the contrary, the financial crisis
of 2008 can be explained by the high
general annual rates of profit that had
existed for 20 years, and produced huge
volumes of potential money-capital,
driving down global interest rates. That,
alongside huge injections of liquidity to
prevent deflation of global commodity
prices, as a consequence of the same
process of massive rises in social
productivity, caused the blowing up,
from the 1980s, of massive speculative
bubbles, which repeatedly burst, only
to be quickly reflated by even bigger
injections of liquidity to prevent the
inevitable insolvency of the banks and
financial institutions.
The fact that the general annual
rate of profit is likely to begin to fall,
and may already be falling from this
point, may well be the cause of the
next crisis. But not for the reasons
given by those who have argued for
it as an explanation of 2008. It may
cause a crisis because it will produce
a decline in the supply of potential
money-capital relative to its demand.
This would cause interest rates to
rise, thereby sparking a much bigger
financial crisis than 2008 l

Notes

1. K Marx Capital Vol 3, chapter 13, p218.
2. K Marx Theories of surplus value Vol 2, chapter 17.
3. K Marx Capital Vol 3, chapter 13.
4. K Marx Theories of surplus value Vol 3, pp118-19.
5. www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1894c3/ch06.htm.
6. www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1894c3/ch15.htm.
7. www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1894c3/ch14.htm.
8. www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1857/
grundrisse/ch08.htm.
9. http://boffyblog.blogspot.co.uk/2014/04/thelaw-of-tendency-for-rate-of-profit.html.
10. loc cit.
11. http://boffyblog.blogspot.co.uk/2013/07/therates-of-profit-interest-and_3.html.
12. http://lbo-news.com/2012/06/26/profitabilityhigh-and-maybe-past-its-peak.
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iraq

A disaster waiting to happen
The US and Iran find themselves on the same side and ready to cooperate, warns Yassamine Mather

N

ews from Iraq is getting worse
by the hour. Many cities in the
north of the country have now
fallen to the Islamic State in Iraq and
the Levant (Isis), working in alliance
with a variety of Sunni groups and
tribes. The mortar attack on Iraq’s
biggest oil refinery is another example
of the escalation of the conflict. On
June 17 news came of an attempt to
capture of the city of Baquba, the
capital of Diyala province, which is
just 64 kilometres north of Baghdad.
Isis already controls Mosul, Tikrit,
Tal Afar and a number of smaller
cities and towns. However, its gains in
the north of Iraq are not just military
advances: the group is now able to
access government military equipment,
including helicopters and Humvee
military vehicles, as well as substantial
funds held at banks and insurance
companies in the places it has taken.
It is reported that the banks of Mosul
alone have increased the jihadist group’s
funds by $400 million. Of course, Isis
has additional regular income from the
oilfields it controls in eastern Syria, the
sale of antiquities looted from historical
sites, as well as donations from wealthy
contributors in Saudi Arabia and the
Persian Gulf states.
According to David Gardner in the
Financial Times, “When your second
largest city is overrun by a black-shirted
horde of jihadi fanatics and your army
melts away, you call for a state of
emergency but your parliament cannot
field a quorum, what you have is a fast
failing state. That is what Nouri alMaleki, Iraq’s irredeemably sectarian
prime minister, is presiding over, in
what may be his afflicted country’s last
gasp as a unified nation.”1
Although most reports trace Isis
back to Syria in 2013, the group’s
leaders have a longer history as part of
an offshoot of al Qa’eda. Abu Bakr alBaghdadi, Isis’s main figurehead, was
born in Samarra, north of Baghdad,
and joined the insurgents soon after
the 2003 US-led invasion.
The group claims to have fighters
from the UK, France, Germany and
other European countries, as well
as the US, and its declared aim is to
create an Islamic state in Iraq and
Syria. However, its main enemy is
Iran - Iranian Revolutionary Guards
have been fighting Isis for the last few
months in Syria. Isis forces are now
less than 40 kilometres from the Iranian
border, threatening the Shia shrines of
Karbala and Najaf in Iraqi territory.
The propaganda is clear: liberate the
region from the takfiri (apostates or
those they accuse of being impure or
adulterous Shias).
According to prince Turki bin
Faisal al-Saud, Saudi Arabia’s former
intelligence chief, who should know
about Isis and other Sadrist groups, Isis
has no more than around 3,000 fighters,
so it could not have advanced so rapidly
without help from local Sunni tribes
and political groups. In many of Iraq’s
northern cities, members and supporters
of the Islamic Party, associated with
the Muslim Brotherhood, have joined
forces with Isis.

Roots in 2003

Contrary to comments by the western
media, none of this should come as a
surprise. After all, Isis’s car bombings
in Shia areas of Baghdad started last
year and the group has controlled
Fallujah since March 2014. More
importantly, the current disaster in
Iraq was predicted by anyone with
even limited familiarity with the
region as early as 2002, when the
US and its allies began preparations
for the invasion of Iraq. These events

are a direct consequence of the 2003
invasion - Isis’s support from Sunnis
has everything to do with the US
carpet-bombing of Fallujah and its
support for successive sectarian Shia
administrations in Baghdad (which,
ironically, allied with the west’s pariah
state in the region, Iran). No amount of
denial and falsification by Tony Blair
and other warmongers can change this.
The invasion of Iraq in 2003
fundamentally altered the balance
of forces in the region. It surgically
removed the reactionary, but more or
less secular, rule of Saddam Hussein and
put in power a Shia government, albeit
under the auspices of the US occupation.
That government was and remains
very close to Iran. It was strongly
opposed by Saudi Arabia, and most of
the Sunni states, whose manoeuvres
against it started from the very
beginning. There can be no doubt that,
for all its talk of inclusiveness regarding
Sunnis, Turkmen and Kurds, the Iraqi
government followed sectarian policies
from the very start. Sunnis face routine
discrimination and corruption is ripe.
Initially the armed opposition to the
Shia state was not jihadist - some of it
was not even religious: it was simply
against the occupation. It was always
a question of when, not if, the jihadists
would intervene.
Having said that, it would be wrong
to see this as a Shia-Sunni conflict
pure and simple. As Sami Ramadani
has reminded us this week, “Prior to
the 2003 US-led occupation, the only
incident was the 1941 violent looting
of Jewish neighbourhoods … The
bombing of synagogues in Baghdad
in 1950-51 turned out to be the work
of Zionists to frighten Iraq’s Jews - one
of the oldest Jewish communities in
the world - into emigrating to Israel,
following their refusal to do so. Until
the 1970s nearly all Iraq’s political
organisations were secular, attracting
people from all religions and none.”2
The current conflict is about not just
the instability the war created, but the
balance of geopolitical forces in the
region - not least the ‘Arab spring’.
Contrary to Tony Blair, the Arab spring
was not about the kind of deformed
democracy hypocritically promoted by
Bush and himself. It was a rebellion
against pro-western dictators, and
for better economic conditions at a
time when the transfer of the worst
aspects of the global economic crisis
to the countries of the periphery had
worsened the living conditions of the
majority of the population in countries
such as Egypt, Tunisia and Syria.
In the Arab world there was also
shame about defeat in the Iraq war,
frustration with the conciliatory
attitude of pro-western rulers regarding
the Palestinian issue. The Arab masses
rebelled against dictators they saw as
puppets or allies of the west. Many in
Cairo as well as Tunis and Damascus
rightly saw their rulers as being partly
responsible for the whole situation. It
is true that the Syrian uprising started
as part of the Arab spring before
jihadists, including Isis, got involved,
but who financed these jihadists? The
west’s main allies in the region, Saudi
Arabia and the Persian Gulf states.
Why? Because they were fearful of
Iran’s increased influence in Iraq,
Syria and Lebanon. So Blair would
do better to keep quiet - every word he
utters exposes not just his reactionary
self-justification, but his complete
ignorance of the region.
The key for us is to keep reminding
people that we are in this terrible
situation not because Sunnis do not
like Shias, or vice versa; not because
Arabs simply enjoying fighting each

Isis fighters: origins in US-UK invasion
other. We are here because of western
politicians, such as Bush and Blair,
who were clueless about what was
going on in the Middle East. We face
this situation because of the history
of colonialism and the way arbitrary
borders were drawn after the collapse
of the Ottoman empire - and again
Blair’s comments show his blatant
ignorance of that history.
We are here because the west
supported the shah’s dictatorship,
because it supported Saddam
Hussein’s Ba’athist government in its
war against Iran’s Islamic Republic
throughout the 1980s - and then,
when Saddam became the ‘enemy’,
the US turned a blind eye to Iran’s
advances in the region. Then, in the
mid-2000s, wary of the change it had
inadvertently caused in the balance of
forces in the region and concerned
about Iran’s influence, it escalated the
conflict with Iran, using the excuse of
the country’s nuclear programme; it
punished the Iranian people (rather
than the government) through
stringent sanctions. Finally, now that
another enemy has appeared, the west
is seeking to strike an alliance with
what until yesterday was its enemy.
No wonder there is cynicism in the
region and beyond about this latest
phase of US foreign diplomacy.
The situation is, then, that the
two countries directly and indirectly
responsible for the creation of the
current mess in Iraq and Syria - ie,
the United States and Iran - are now
joining forces to discuss cooperation
regarding the “security situation in
Iraq”. Both have already committed
hundreds of military personnel to
‘advise’ Baghdad.
On June 17 the US dispatched USS
Mesa Verde, which carries combat
helicopters, to the Persian Gulf to
join other naval ships, including the
aircraft carrier, USS George HW Bush.
President Barack Obama has, after all,
said that no option is off the table - and
that includes military air strikes.
Iran is already militarily involved.
A senior member of the Revolutionary
Guards has been in the country for
the past three weeks to advise the
government of Nouri al-Maleki and,
according to some reports, he is leading
military operations in Baghdad. On
June 13 it was confirmed that hundreds

of Revolutionary Guards were already
fighting in Iraq, and Iranian president
Hassan Rowhani has said that Iran is
ready to step up its intervention. Let
us not forget that until a few months
ago the US was supporting the Syrian
insurgents against the pro-Iran regime
of Bashar al-Assad.
Hillary Clinton thinks military
strikes are unlikely and suggests the
US should work with the Maleki
government to get its army fit for
purpose. She claims the Iraqi army must
become more disciplined, less sectarian,
less corrupt. Clearly, she is delusional.
The US occupation has relied on a
sectarian Shia state to rule post-war
Iraq, so it is a bit late now to worry
about sectarianism in that country.
What about corruption? The
army learnt what it knows about
corruption from the likes of former
defence secretary Donald Rumsfeld
and other representatives of the USled occupation. They saw how ‘Iraqi
democracy’ meant allowing companies
like Halliburton to make billions out
of war. The Iraqi army is proving
spectacularly useless in fighting the
jihadists, but it is able to suppress
and execute civilians. The idea of
‘retraining’ a force like this is akin to
the notion of retraining the Mafia.
None of this excuses the barbaric
acts of the jihadists - they are from
another era. But it does underline the
correctness of the position that we in
Hands Off the People of Iran have
consistently taken on the reactionary
nature of both imperialism and
political Islam.

New context

The situation in Iraq has changed the
whole context of the negotiations on
Iran’s uranium enrichment activities.
The US is now in a far more precarious
situation - Republicans have been
pointing this out very forcefully.
If a week ago there was doubt as
to whether the interim deal could
be extended in the absence of any
agreement before the July 20 deadline,
suddenly we hear of the drafting of a
final agreement. All obstacles seem to
have been removed.
Meanwhile, the United Kingdom
has rushed through plans to reopen
the British embassy in Tehran and
David Cameron is going the extra

mile - admitting to MI5’s role in the
coup that overthrew the government
of Mohammad Mossadegh in 1953.
However, all this can change overnight
if discussions about Iraq fail or a new
enemy is identified in the region. There
is nothing stopping US foreign policy
taking another turn.
Whatever the outcome of the current
conflict, the future looks bad. The Iraqi
government has had to rely on hardline Shia militias, including those
who previously fought against the US
occupation. If they survive, such forces
will demand a greater role in state
affairs - and stricter implementation
of Shia Islamic legislation. Without
some sort of progressive movement
from below we are looking at the
possibility of barbarism. And it will not
just blight Iraq: it will spill over into
Syria and Lebanon, Turkey and Iran.
This will not be a straightforward
civil war. The jihadists have found
allies amongst former Ba’athists and
tribal forces opposed to the Iraqi
state. But these forces will soon be
alienated by the extremism of Isis, as
in Syria. There, it formed alliances with
moderate Islamic and secular groups
fighting Assad. However, soon it began
to dominate those groups, expecting
them to adhere to strict sharia law. It is
the same in Iraqi cities where Isis has
the upper hand. So it will not be a case
of a straightforward conflict between
Sunni and Shia. There will be infighting
amongst Sunnis and Shias and the
likelihood of further fragmentation.
The situation is even more
complicated in the Kurdish areas. The
jihadists have largely left the Kurds
alone and have taken the opportunity,
for example, to move on Kirkuk, in the
oil-rich part of Iraqi Kurdistan. There
are unconfirmed reports that Kurdish
Democratic Party leader Masoud
Barzani has ordered his forces to hold
their fire against Isis. But Kurds should
not be fooled. The jihadists have an
absolute programme of imposing
sharia everywhere. From that point
of view, they actually have more in
common with Maleki as the head of
a Shia state than with the Kurdish
government.
An Iraq divided into three or more
separate countries might suit the proimperialist, Masoud Barzani, along
with western arms manufacturers
and oil companies. But it would be
a disaster for the peoples of these
ethnically mixed regions, producing
a situation of permanent conflict.
The lesson that this disastrous
situation underlines yet again is the
need to be implacably opposed to
imperialism and its military adventures,
while at the same time standing against
political Islam in all its shades - from
moderate, through radical to jihadist.
We say no to US intervention, no to
Iranian intervention. They and other
reactionary forces have caused this
tragedy and, even if their intervention
were to secure military victory against
Isis, it would not diminish support for
the Islamists - quite the opposite.
If the US really wanted to deal with
the Sadrists, then logically it should settle
accounts with their paymasters in Saudi
Arabia and the Persian Gulf emirates.
The problem is that, when they were
fighting Assad, the west was more or
less unconcerned with their ‘extremism’
and adherence to jihadist political Islam.
Now it might be too late l
yassamine.mather@weeklyworker.org.u

Notes
1. Financial Times June 13.

2. www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/
jun/16/sectarian-myth-of-iraq.
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SWP

Trying to earn a bit of popularity
What is the role of Unite Against Fascism now that the SWP is prioritising Stand
Up to Ukip? Daniel Harvey investigates

New target for gesture politics

O

n June 14, Unite against
Fascism, one of the Socialist
Workers Party’s best known
fronts, had another ‘conference’. At
least that was what it was called, but as
usual there were no motions or votes.
It was fairly obvious that the SWP had
mobilised for it and as a result there
were about 400 comrades present.
There had been strong encouragement
in the internal Party Notes beforehand:
“Bring people from your workplace,
union and community. Every district
needs to have a good delegation at the
conference. There will be a workshop
on Sutu [Stand Up to Ukip], which is
essential for every district.”1
The question is, however, what was
the purpose of the event? What is UAF
supposed to do now? Clearly the British
National Party has disappeared as a
serious force on the right (and it had
long ceased to be fascist in any case)
and, in as far as fascism was discussed
in the workshops, it was in relation
to the situation in the rest of Europe.
Jean Lambert, the Green Party MEP,
claimed there was now a 55-strong
explicitly fascist group in the European
parliament. A speaker from Greece,
Petros Constantinou of the KEERFA
anti-fascist campaign, supported the
SWP/UAF position of referring to
far-right organisations as “Nazis”, and
described Golden Dawn’s eagerness to
disassociate itself from the label.
Back in Britain, UAF is keen to
celebrate its own role in supposedly
defeating the “fascists” - on May
22 the BNP lost its remaining MEP,
Nick Griffin, and is now down to its
last councillor. According to the SWP,
its drastic reduction in support has
nothing at all to do with the rise of
the UK Independence Party, Griffin’s
disastrous roasting on Question time in
2009 and the BNP’s own political as
well as financial bankruptcy.
However, earlier this year, the SWP
launched its latest front, Sutu, and
this is now the group’s number-one
priority. So the aim of this ‘conference’
seems to have been to translate the
‘success’ of UAF in having ‘defeated
the BNP’ into the new campaign
against the “racist” Ukip. Not even
the SWP is silly enough to claim that

Ukip is fascist (although the ‘racist’
accusation does not really stand up
to serious scrutiny either). The SWP
mission with its new Sutu front is
to create an “anti-racist core in the
working class”.2
The reality is that, following
the SWP’s own internal crisis, the
leadership is attempting to lift morale
by throwing foot soldiers into a
hyperactive but largely pointless
campaign. After all, everyone is
against racism, aren’t they? And noone either in mainstream politics or
on the left likes Ukip. So maybe Sutu
will earn the SWP a bit of popularity.
In one session Atul Hatwan of the
think tank, Migration Matters, put it
perhaps rather too bluntly for the SWP:
in order to isolate the racists it may be
necessary to ally with the Tories and
big business.
Throughout the day the evidence
of this popular-front approach was
apparent - although for the SWP, of
course, opposition to immigration is
itself “racist”. Therefore, one of the
main lines of argument that the UAF
popular front wants carried over into
its Sutu twin is to ‘disprove’ all
‘racist’ claims that migration could
adversely affect the host country. So
the comrades stuck to the line that
immigration is always “beneficial
to the economy”, bringing with it
jobs and investment, and even - in
the words of Steve Hart of Unite actually “driving up wages” through
some as yet unspecified means.
UAF vice-chair Hugh Lanning had
plenty of empirical studies to quote
on this subject.
Of course, as communists we
support open borders, but this has to
be based on reality and the need to
speak honestly to the working class.
We must not berate people for their
illusions in the xenophobia peddled
by the likes of Ukip - to many it seems
obvious that wages and conditions
are being driven down through the
extra competition for work that
immigration frequently brings with
it. The argument must be: Migrants
are not to blame - the problem is
capitalism. Open borders puts the
onus on us to attempt to organise

migrant workers as part of a united
movement.

Ukip ‘racism’

Diane Abbott, in one of the main
sessions, stressed the need for
Labour not to chase after Ukip
voters by “wringing its hands” over
immigration, but to concentrate on
winning migrant voters in working
class areas. She too referred to the
“racism” amongst Ukip members half of them supported “voluntary
repatriation of minorities”, after all.
On the other hand, she also stated the
importance of demanding the living
wage and trade union rights for all, and
talked about the history of xenophobia
ever since the mass migration of the
Irish 150 years ago.
Abbott was one of several speakers
who wanted to play down Ukip’s
support. Winning 166 councillors out
of the thousands up for grabs hardly
constituted the earthquake being
described in the media, she said.
Steve Hart claimed that the increase
in support for Labour among ‘C’
and ‘D’ band voters was greater than
Ukip’s (but, according to the figures he
quoted, support for Ukip has trebled
since the elections, so I did not quite
follow his logic). Comrade Hart also
thought there was a general trend of
the population becoming more tolerant
and progressive.
Since Ukip is not fascist, SWP
dogma insists that the ‘no platform’
tactic cannot be applied to it. Fascists
like the BNP, on the other hand, must
be denied the ‘oxygen of publicity’ on
every possible occasion. It was utterly
wrong to give the BNP the opportunity
to look stupid on television, as
happened to Nick Griffin on Question
time. The fact that this appearance
coincided with the start of the BNP’s
decline must be disregarded, according
to the same dogma. Many years ago
some SWP members demanded that
Mein Kampf be withdrawn from
bookshops: only “bona fide students”
- and certainly not impressionable
members of the public - should be able
to access it.3
But some speakers favoured state
regulation of other views, not just those

of alleged fascists. Azad Ali of the
iEngage project, a Muslim campaign
group, called for much tougher
regulation of the press to reign in its
Islamophobia. He used the example
of the front cover of The Spectator to
illustrate his point: in reference to the
Birmingham ‘Trojan horse’ controversy
over Islamic schools it published a
cartoon under the headline, “Taught
to hate”, depicting a bemused Muslim
boy holding a Quran under one arm and
a scimitar sword under the other. One
SWP speaker from the floor said that
Ukip representatives should be tried
under the racial hatred legislation passed
by the previous Labour government.
The reality is that the rise of Ukip
has everything to do with the left’s
failure to present a credible alternative.
Admittedly this did creep into the
discussions, but for the most part it
seemed agreed that the job of UAF
and its Sutu offshoot was mainly to
bludgeon Ukip to death with accusations
of racism until everyone agreed.
UAF joint secretary Weyman Bennett
was adamant about the success of this
kind of approach in the past. It was a myth,
he said, that the National Front declined
because of the rise of Thatcherism. In
fact it was “beaten off the streets” by
the Anti-Nazi League, together with the
black and Asian street movements of the
70s. But at the same time he condemned
the police for upholding the right of the
English Defence League to assemble in
city centres. So really it should be the job
of the state to beat fascists and Nazis off
the streets, it seems. Comrade Bennett
insisted that Nick Griffin had said he
“hated” UAF and had admitted it was
the UAF that “destroyed him”.
With or without such hyperbole,
will the SWP be able to convince
the allies it accrued in Unite Against
Fascism to switch to Stand Up to
Ukip? Surely yelling “Racists!”
outside every possible Ukip meeting
will soon become rather tiresome. In
other words, I guess Sutu is not long
for this world l

Notes
1. Party Notes June 9.

2. Socialist Worker May 6.
3. See ‘Witch-hunters, censorship and the
holocaust’ Weekly Worker December 21 2000.

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many socalled ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate
according to the principles of
democratic centralism. Through
ongoing debate we seek to achieve
unity in action and a common
world outlook. As long as they
support agreed actions, members
should have the right to speak
openly and form temporary or
permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all
imperialist wars and occupations
but constantly strive to bring
to the fore the fundamental
question - ending war is bound
up with ending capitalism.
n
Communists are
internationalists. Everywhere
we strive for the closest unity and
agreement of working class and
progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without
a global Communist Party,
a Communist International,
the struggle against capital is
weakened and lacks coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to
and enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism
i s s y n o n y m o u s w i t h w a r,
pollution, exploitation and crisis.
As a global system capitalism
can only be superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed
into schools for communism.
n Communists are champions
of the oppressed. Women’s
oppression, combating racism and
chauvinism, and the struggle for
peace and ecological sustainability
are just as much working class
questions as pay, trade union rights
and demands for high-quality
health, housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic
or, as with Stalin’s Soviet Union,
it turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition
to communism - a system
which knows neither wars,
exploitation, money, classes,
states nor nations. Communism
is general freedom and the real
beginning of human history.
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Where next for People’s Assembly?
This weekend’s No More Austerity
demonstration called by the People’s
Assembly will almost certainly be
the biggest of its type for some time.
Set up by former Socialist Workers
Party leaders John Rees and Lindsey
German, the PA represents the “united
front against austerity” that they had
urged the SWP to initiate just before
they abandoned ship in 2010.
The SWP under the two comrades
had, of course, established the Stop the
War Coalition, which organised one of
the biggest demonstrations in British
history - around two million people
turned out on February 15 2003 against
the pending US-led invasion of Iraq. It
goes without saying that June 21 2014
will see a fraction of those numbers,
but no doubt comrades German and
Rees will feel very pleased indeed with
their efforts afterwards.
After all, there are no fewer than 78
local PA groups (some far more active
than others, needless to say) and 45
of them have organised coaches to
London from different locations across
the country. With a good number of
union leaders in support, and the
enthusiastic backing of the Morning
Star and its Communist Party of
Britain, the People’s Assembly has
easily outstripped all the other anticuts campaigns.
Just like the SWP’s Unite the
Resistance and the Socialist Party’s
National Shop Stewards Network AntiCuts Campaign, the PA was the baby
of a particular leftwing group - in this
case Counterfire, the organisation set
up by comrades Rees, German and
their supporters when they walked out
of the SWP. Counterfire’s first attempt
at an anti-cuts “united front” was the
Coalition of Resistance, but that has
now been quietly dropped in favour
of the PA.
The PA (and before it the COR) is
much more to the liking of the union
bureaucrats and ‘official’ communists
than either UTR of the NSSN, precisely
because of Counterfire’s small size. It
cannot flood meetings with its own
members, of which there are no more
than a few dozen. So comrades Rees
and German have gained the trust of
not just union lefts like Len McCluskey
and Mark Serwotka, but top leaders,
such as TUC general secretary Frances
O’Grady, who spoke at the PA’s
4,000-strong launch a year ago.
And the PA is expecting quite a
number of trade union contingents
when the demo assembles outside the
BBC headquarters in Portland Place at
1pm on Saturday (it will march through
central London to Parliament Square
for a “free festival”). For example,
people will be asked to choose one of
18 “blocks” to march with, in order
to “demonstrate the breadth of the
movement”, and there will be one
block for each of six national unions.
There will also be one for trades
councils, plus others for campaigners
on education, health, anti-racism, the
environment, peace and so on.
In other words, this will be an
event so broad that no-one to the left
of the Tories could possibly object to
it. It is true that PA material carries a
shopping list of the type that all left
groups support - “reverse the cuts,
renationalise our utilities and public
services”; demand a “statutory living
wage, abolish zero-hours contracts,
end the wage freeze”; “higher tax

Just saying no to cuts: is not enough
on the rich and a clampdown on tax
avoidance”; and “a publicly owned,
democratic banking system”. But the
organisers have gone out of their way
to pull in those well to their right.
The section on the website entitled
“Join the demonstration on June 21
because …” carries the statements
of everyone from Green Party MP
Caroline Lucas to John Hilary of
War on Want, from Frances O’Grady
to former archbishop of Canterbury
Rowan Williams. Williams declares:
“… austerity today, imposed in
a way that intensifies inequality
and insecurity, means a generation
deprived of their birthright”.1 From
bishops to brickies …
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Speakers at the “festival” will
include the usual suspects like Owen
Jones, Jeremy Corbyn, Len McCluskey
and Matt Wrack, but there will also
be comedians Russell Brand and
Francesca Martinez, singer-songwriter
Leon Rosselson and the left pop band,
The Farm, to entertain us.
It is, of course, an excellent thing
that June 21 will see thousands of
workers coming together to protest
against the anti-working class austerity
offensive. However, we cannot leave
it at that. How are we to take things
forward from there? It has to be said
that, under their current leadership,
neither the unions nor the anti-cuts
movement inspire any confidence that

our class can be won to launch a real
counteroffensive.
Comrades Rees and German have
form in this regard. Just think where
they attempted to direct the antiwar millions. Into something called
Respect, I seem to recall. Respect
under its SWP leadership was not
intended to be any kind of working
class, socialist formation. No, it was
to be an alliance of “secular socialists”
and “radical Muslims” coming together
in an anti-war party. This cross-class
popular front stood in elections on a
reformist, Keynesian programme to
govern Britain!
In their Counterfire reincarnation
comrades Rees and German do not

UK subscribers: Pay by standing order and save £12 a
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more if you can. Your paper needs you!

aspire to much better. The new party
they want to create may be nominally
working class, but it will be just as
‘broad’ - ie, just as rightwing - as
Respect. June 21 is intended to bring
together everyone who is vaguely
progressive - that is what the various
“blocks” are all about. And then?
Just as Rees and German never
attempted to win the STWC majority
to working class, let alone Marxist,
politics, so it is with the People’s
Assembly. We don’t want to appear too
leftwing, do we? That would put off
the likes of O’Grady and McCluskey,
not to mention charity-mongers and
former archbishops. So, under this
scenario, the PA is doomed to remain
a broad front that, just like the STWC
before it, cannot even recommend a
party it considers worthy of support
come election time.
At least when they were in the
SWP the comrades had some kind
of ‘strategy’ for achieving a Marxist
party. There was a division of labour, of
course. They would keep up the ‘broad’
appearances, while the SWP rank and
file would attempt to recruit individual
anti-war protestors to the ‘already
existing’ proto-party. But who is going
to join Counterfire? On Saturday’s
demo there will be far more comrades
trying to win people to join the SWP.
As for Counterfire itself, its website
still claims it has 21 “local groups”
across the country, including those of
students, but it is not expanding. For
example, its May 31-June 1 Dangerous
Times “festival” was hardly a rival
to the SWP’s Marxism. Where is
Counterfire itself going?
In that respect the Left Unity
leadership is more advanced - LU’s
approach is actually political, which
is more than can be said about the PA.
We may not agree with the type of party
proposed by the LU majority, but at
least they have grasped the central point
- without a party to lead and coordinate
resistance, we will not be able to defeat
austerity, let alone win advances for the
working class and oppressed l
Peter Manson
peter.manson@weeklyworker.org.uk

Notes

1. www.thepeoplesassembly.org.uk/demosupport.
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